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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
When a dispute arises between two or more parties, they must make a decision on how to move 

forward and resolve it. Because of the increased globalisation of world trade and investment, 

arbitration is now the principal method of resolving international disputes involving states, 

individuals, and corporations.1  As a result, arbitration practices have become increasingly 

harmonised resting on sophisticated rules administered by numerous renown institutions.2 

However, despite the globally increased harmonisation of arbitration practices, different 

countries and legal systems may still assess arbitral issues contrarily.3 

 

Many issues in international arbitration depend on maintaining a reasonable balance between 

three fundamental values, namely party autonomy, due process4 and arbitral efficiency.5 The 

autonomy given to arbitral parties when choosing arbitration as a method of resolving disputes 

is one of its most outstanding characteristics, however, the fundamental value of due process, 

i.e. requirements to ensure fair hearings, sets the boundaries for party autonomy.6 Furthermore, 

the value of arbitral efficiency is also of utmost importance in arbitration.7 In situations where 

these three values collide and must be weighed against each other, solutions by tribunals and 

national courts may differ as assessments will depend on the circumstances surrounding the 

particular issue and, as mentioned, different countries and legal systems will assess arbitral 

issues in their own preferred way. This becomes evident when discussing the question of 

 
1 Blackaby, Nigel & Redfern, Alan, Redfern and Hunter on international arbitration, 6. ed., Oxford University 
Press, Oxford, 2015, p. 1. 
2 For instance, the ICC, the LCIA, and the ICDR.  
3 For instance, the widely spread and harmonising New York Convention is drafted in a permissive rather than 

mandatory way stating that enforcement of an arbitral award ‘may be’ (rather than ‘shall be’) refused by a 
national court of a signatory state, which creates room for discretion. See chapter 2.4, and Blackaby et al., 
2015, p. 616, for discussion. 

4 Meaning equal treatment of the parties and fair hearings. See terminology chapter 1.4. 
5 See for an example Fortese, Fabricio and Hemmi, Lotta, Procedural Fairness and Efficiency in International 

Arbitration, Groningen Journal of International Law, Volume 3(1), 2015, pp. 110–124, p. 122, Seifi, Jamal, 
The Legality of Truncated Arbitral Tribunals (Public and Private): An Overview in the Wake of the 1998 
ICC Rules of Arbitration, Journal of International Arbitration, Volume 17(6), 2000, pp. 3–45, p. 3., and 
Berger, Klaus Peter, Jensen, J. Ole, Due process paranoia and the procedural judgment rule: a safe harbour 
for procedural management decisions by international arbitrators, Arbitration International, Volume 32(3), 
2016, pp. 415–435. 

6 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 156. 
7 Crowter, Harold S. and Tobin, Anthony G.V., Ensuring That Arbitration Remains a Preferred Option for 

International Dispute Resolution: Some Practical Considerations, Journal of International Arbitration, 
Volume 19(4), 2002, pp. 301–312. 
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authority of truncated tribunals, and whether such tribunals may render valid and enforceable 

awards.8  

One situation where a conflict of values becomes evident in international arbitration is when a 

party-appointed arbitrator refuses to participate in a tripartite tribunal’s work or submits 

resignation with insufficient reason.9 If these situations occur early in the proceedings, they are 

usually resolved by filling the vacancy in the same way as the original appointment.10 However, 

appointing a new arbitrator might under some circumstances be impractical and inappropriate, 

especially if the situation has arisen towards the end of the proceedings. The only sensible 

option may therefore be for the two remaining arbitrators to continue without the participation 

of the third arbitrator. The tribunal is in these situations referred to as a truncated tribunal11.  

 

Two questions that arise when a tribunal is left truncated is whether the tribunal is authorised 

to move forward and render an award, and whether that award will be valid and enforceable. 

The fundamental value of efficiency pushes the tribunal to proceed in order to avoid delay and 

accomplish what it has been appointed to do, while the value of party autonomy holds the 

tribunal back since proceeding as truncated may go against the parties will of having a tripartite 

tribunal resolve the dispute, and may possibly also result in an unfair hearing. If the tribunal 

decides to proceed and render an award, and the award later on faces opposition, it will be for 

national courts to decide whether that award is valid and enforceable based on its own rules and 

fundamental values. In such situations, problems may arise as the authority of a truncated 

tribunal to proceed and render a valid and enforceable award is not universally accepted.12  

 

1.2 Aim and Research Questions 
The aim of this thesis is to examine in which situations, and under which circumstances, a 

tripartite tribunal is authorised to proceed as a truncated tribunal with reference to the 

institutional arbitration rules of the ICC, the LCIA, and the ICDR. Furthermore, the aim is to 

examine the validity and enforceability of awards rendered by a truncated tribunal by examining 

case law from Switzerland and analysing the findings in light of the fundamental arbitral values 

 
8 See for instance Seifi 2000, pp. 3–45 for discussion. 
9 Most party-appointed arbitrators do, however, act properly and in good faith, which is why truncated situations 
are considered rare. See Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 281–283. 
10 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 280. 
11 See terminology chapter 1.4. 
12 Schwebel, Stephen M., The Validity of an Arbitral Award Rendered by a Truncated Tribunal, Asia Pacific 

Law Review, Volume 4(2), 1995, pp. 1–20, p. 3. 
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of party autonomy, efficiency, and due process. The following research questions will be 

answered in order to meet the aim of this thesis: 

 

• What do the institutional rules of the ICC, the LCIA and the ICDR allow or demand 

from an arbitral tribunal wanting to continue as truncated?  

• By way of example, what may be reasons for Swiss courts upholding or denying validity 

and enforceability of awards rendered by truncated tribunals? 

• What can be done to help solve the issues concerning the authority of arbitral tribunals, 

and the validity and enforceability of its awards? 

 

1.3 Methodology and Materials 
The methodology for this thesis is divided and adapted to the three different research questions 

mentioned above. The second chapter – concerning the basics of arbitration and its fundamental 

values – does not correspond to any objective but is necessary for understanding the rest of the 

thesis and for the analysis. The mapping of this chapter is done de lege lata. Describing de lege 

lata is generally done by examining the relevant legal sources as positioned in the traditional 

hierarchy of norms in the traditional legal method.13 These legal sources are, in order of their 

significance, regulations, case law and legal doctrine.14 However, the hierarchy of sources is 

different in international arbitration. The general features are harmonized on an international 

level through a mixture of international conventions, model laws, and rules. Hence, in this 

thesis, mainly legal doctrine and landmark arbitral regulations15 are used to give an overview 

of the essential parts of the subject of international arbitration. Furthermore, the different 

sources of legal doctrine referenced throughout this thesis have been chosen because of its 

prominent authors on the subject of international arbitration, or its particular context being 

suitable for specific issues in this thesis concerning the truncated tribunal doctrine. 

 

The first research question of this thesis concerns in which situations, and under which 

circumstances, a tripartite tribunal is authorised to proceed as truncated. In order to answer that 

question, reference is made to institutional arbitration rules. The rationale behind choosing 

 
13 Sandgren, Claes, Rättsvetenskap för uppsatsförfattare: ämne, material, metod och argumentation, 3 uppl., 

Norstedts juridik, Stockholm, 2015, p. 43. 
14 Langbroek, Philip et al., Methodology of Legal Research: Challenges and Opportunities, Utrecht Law Review, 

Volume 13(3), 2017, p. 2. 
15 For instance international arbitral rules, such as the Model Law, and sets of rules from well-known arbitral 

institutions. See chapter 2.1.2.  
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institutional rules to examine this part of the thesis is rooted in the fact that arbitration 

proceedings are commonly resolved by using such rules. 16  Furthermore, the three main 

institutions chosen to be examined in this part of the thesis, namely the ICC, the LCIA, and the 

ICDR, have some of the most well-known and commonly applied sets of rules.17 However, to 

broaden the discussion of the authority of truncated tribunals, the institutional rules of BCDR 

and two arbitral awards are also mentioned.18 The BCDR Rules and the two arbitral awards 

merely serve as examples that complement what is stated in the arbitral rules of the ICC, LCIA, 

and the ICSID. Any national laws, which may be applicable with reference to the lex arbitri,19 

have been excluded from the discussion of this thesis to make room for the institutional rules 

and fundamental principles. 

 

Since institutional arbitration rules are not traditional sources of law, the question arises how 

one interprets them. International tribunals, also including arbitral bodies, increasingly seem to 

invoke the rules on treaty interpretation as laid down in Articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna 

Convention on the Law of Treaties from 1969 (the Vienna Convention). 20  Under public 

international law, treaties are interpreted in accordance with Articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna 

Convention that reflect customary international law and are therefore applicable to all treaties, 

whether the states concerned are parties to the convention or not.21 In short, the general rule 

found in Article 31 stipulates that a treaty shall be interpreted in good faith and in accordance 

with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light 

of its object and purpose.22 Further, the article specifies that subsequent agreements, subsequent 

practices and relevant rules of international law are to be taken into account for the 

 
16 Born, Gary, International commercial arbitration, Second edition., Kluwer Law International, Alphen aan den 

Rijn, 2014, p. 1638. 
17 Blackaby et al., 2015, pp. 49–52. 
18 Arbitral awards of Lena Goldfields Co. Ltd v. USSR, Arbitration Award of 2 September 1930, 5 A.D., and 

Himpurna California Energy Ltd. v PT. (Persero) Pemsahaan Listmik Negara, UNCITRAL Ad Hoc-Award 
of 4 May 1999, YCA XXV (2000), 13 et seq.  

19 Bom, Gary B., International arbitration: law and practice, Kluwer Law International, Alphen aan den Rijn, 
2012, p. 143. 

20 Klabbers, Jan, Virtuous Interpretation, pp. 17–37, p. 18, in Fitzmaurice, Malgosia, Elias, Olufemi & 
Merkouris, Panos (red.), Treaty interpretation and the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties: 30 years 
on, Martinus Nijhoff, Leiden, 2010. 

21 Mbengue, Makane Moïse, Rules of Interpretation (Article 32 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of 
Treaties), ICSID Review - Foreign Investment Law Journal, Volume 31(2), 2016, pp. 388–412, p. 388. For a 
further discussion on treaty interpretation and the Vienna Convention, see for an example Fitzmaurice et al., 
2010, Linderfalk, Ulf., On The Interpretation of Treaties - The Modern International Law as Expressed in 
the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Springer, [electronic resource] Dordrecht, 2007, and 
Villiger, Mark Eugen, Commentary on the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Martinus Nijhoff 
Publishers, Leiden, 2009. 

22 For further discussions, see for instance Merkouris, Panos, Introduction: Interpretation is a Science, is an Art, 
is a Science, in Fitzmaurice et al., 2010, pp. 5–13. 
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interpretation. Article 32 regulates the use of supplementary means of interpretation, specifying 

two instances when they may be used. Firstly, after concluding a meaning through the use of 

the general rule in Article 31, the supplementary means can be applied to confirm that 

conclusion. Secondly, supplementary means can be used to determine the meaning when the 

general rule has not generated a satisfactory result, meaning that the subject of interpretation is 

either ambiguous or obscure, or is interpreted to a manifestly absurd or unreasonable result. 

Generally, literal approaches to treaty interpretation holds a strong position in the Vienna 

Convention, with reference to the wording in Article 31 that ordinary meaning is to be given to 

terms.23 However, although the interpretation method may start with the ordinary meaning, it 

should also allow for different implications as the interpretation rules of the Vienna Convention 

are to be applied together.24 Hence, an arbitral tribunal finding itself in a situation of having to 

interpret the institutional rules chosen by the parties ought to turn to the Vienna Convention for 

guidance and consider first and foremost (yet not exclusively) the wording of the rules. 

 

To answer the second research question in this thesis - concerning what may be reasons for 

national courts upholding or denying validity and enforceability of awards rendered by 

truncated tribunals - reference is made to Swiss case law to exemplify the assessment of a 

national court. The reasoning behind choosing Switzerland to set an example is that the country 

has a long tradition of hosting international arbitrations and arbitration is recognised as a 

preferred way for dispute resolution in Swiss legal culture.25 Hence, Switzerland is a practically 

important hub for international arbitration.26  

 

Switzerland has a civil law legal system that incorporates both Germanic and French legal 

traditions and reflects the Swiss political and federalist structure.27  The state comprises a 

Confederation of cantons structured in three distinct political levels: the Confederation (the 

federal state), the cantons (the states), and the municipalities (the local authorities). As in other 

 
23 Gardiner, Richard K., Treaty interpretation, 2nd rev. edition., Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2015, p. 182. 
24 Gardiner, 2015, p. 161. 
25 Cordero-Moss, Giuditta (red.), International commercial arbitration: different forms and their features, 

Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2013, p. 345. 
26 The ICC statistical report for 2017 also supports Switzerland’s leading role in the world of arbitration as the 

report states, for instance, that Switzerland was the second most frequently chosen seat in the world, and that 
Swiss nationals were again amongst the top three most appointed and confirmed arbitrators out of 85 
nationalities. Report available at [https://iccwbo.org/media-wall/news-speeches/icc-court-releases-full-
statistical-report-for-2017/] 2019-12-17. 

27 Brunschweiler, André, Giroud, Sandrine, and Kunz, Catherine A., International Civil Procedure: Switzerland, 
in Denis Campbell and Christian Campbell (Ed.), International Civil Procedure, 7th Edition., Juris Publishing 
Inc., 2018, p. SWI-1. 
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civil law legal systems, enacted or written law is by far the most important legal source in 

Switzerland. 28  Swiss laws are hierarchical as federal laws take precedence over cantonal 

constitutions and laws, constitutional rules prevail over ordinary statutes, and statutes take 

priority over regulations promulgated by government or administrative authorities. 29  Civil 

procedure is primarily regulated by the Swiss Civil Procedure Code/Schweizerische 

Zivilprozessordnung (chZPO), 30  which provides a unified set of rules. However, other 

instruments also contain rules impacting civil procedure, such as the Swiss Civil 

Code/Schweizerisches Zivilgesetzbuch (ZGB).31 Customary law constitutes a legal source only 

in the limited areas of non-codified law, yet is considered a primary source of law in the Swiss 

legal system.32 Furthermore, case law from the Swiss Federal Supreme Court is not binding in 

Switzerland, still it plays a significant role in the Swiss legal system. Due to the broad and 

general provisions that can be found in the codifications, Swiss judges are sometimes given the 

role of the legislator. Article 1 of the ZGB, for instance, attributes a general competence to 

Swiss courts to fill in any void in the law. In the absence of a provision, courts are to decide in 

accordance with customary law and, in the absence of customary law, in accordance with rules 

that they would make as legislator.33 Judges may also use legal doctrine in their assessments, 

which in Switzerland has a great influence on legal decision-makers. The opinions of leading 

legal scholars often lead to the dissolution of older case law and references to doctrine are often 

found in decisions from the Swiss Federal Supreme Court. Section 1 (3) of the ZGB even states 

that a judge shall be inspired by established doctrine (and case law).34  

 

The most important cases in the Swiss legal system are the decisions of the Swiss Federal 

Supreme Court and the decisions of the European Court of Human Rights (as Switzerland 

ratified the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) in 1974).35 Therefore, the case 

chosen to be discussed in this thesis as an example on the matter of whether an award rendered 

by a truncated tribunal may be valid and enforceable in a national court, is the case of Ivan 

 
28 Voyame, Joseph, Overview of Swiss history and political institutions, p. 5, in Dessemontet, François & Ansay, 

Tugrul (red.), Introduction to Swiss law, 3. ed., Kluwer Law, The Hague, 2004. 
29 Voyame, 2004, p. 5. 
30 Swiss Civil Procedure Code (Schweizerische Zivilprozessordnung, chZPO) of 19 December 2008, status as of 

1 January 2018. 
31 Swiss Civil Code of 10 December 1907 (Schweizerisches Zivilgesetzbuch, ZGB), status as of 1 January 2019. 
32 1 § p. 2 ZGB (CH); Voyame, 2004, p. 6. 
33 1 § p. 2 ZGB (CH). 
34 1 § p. 3 ZGB (CH); Voyame, 2004, p. 7–8. 
35 Hürlimann, Daniel & Thommen, Marc, Introduction to Swiss Law, Volume 2, [e-book], Book Series Sui 

Generis, Carl Grossmann Publishers, 2018, pp. 33 and 169. 
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Milutinovic PIM v. Deutsche Babcock AG,36 which was finally decided by the Swiss Federal 

Supreme Court. The Milutinovic case was chosen because it has been described to contain the 

fullest analysis of the authority of a truncated tribunal known to have been made in an 

international commercial arbitral award.37 Furthermore, the case involves several legal bodies 

assessing both the tribunal’s decision to proceed as truncated and the validity of the award 

rendered by that tribunal, which makes it suitable for this thesis. The case is analysed in light 

of the fundamental arbitral values of party autonomy, efficiency and due process, and further 

examined through the opinions of legal scholars, to discuss whether an award rendered by a 

truncated tribunal may be held to be valid and enforceable in a national court. Although the 

Milutinovic case serves as the main example from case law illustrating whether an award 

rendered by a truncated tribunal may be held to be valid and enforceable in a national court, 

two other cases from national courts of France and the USA are also mentioned in chapter 4.4 

to give examples of similar outcomes in different countries.38 These two cases are not further 

discussed in this thesis as they are merely mentioned to demonstrate the fact that decisions 

similar to that made by the Swiss Federal Supreme Court in the Milutinovic case have come out 

of other national courts as well.  

 

Further, the second research question of the thesis created some challenges regarding materials.  

Due to the confidentiality of most international arbitrations, few arbitral awards are publicly 

revealed. Also, not all of the judgements from Swiss national courts in the Milutinovic case 

could be found, and the ones that were found have not been professionally translated from its 

original language of German or French. For these reasons, not all of the sources used for the 

discussion in chapter 4.2 are based on primary sources. Instead, the discussion is largely based 

on an article where the author, judge Stephen M. Schwebel, was privileged to first-hand take 

part of the arbitral award rendered by the truncated tribunal and texts of the judgements of Swiss 

courts. 

 

The third research question of this thesis - concerning what can be done to help solve the issues 

regarding the authority of arbitral tribunals and the validity and enforceability of its awards - is 

 
36 Ivan Milutinovic PIM v. Deutsche Babcock AG, ICC Case No 5017 (1987). 
37 Schwebel, 1995, p. 9. 
38 Agence Transcongolaise des Communications – Chemin de Fer Congo Océan (ATC-CFCO) v. Compagnie 

Minière de l’Ogooue Comilog SA, Cour d’Appel, Paris, 1 July 1997, and First Investment Corp. of the 
Marshall Islands v. Fujian Mawei Shipbuilding, Ltd., 703 F.3d 742, United States Court of Appeals, Fifth 
Circuit, 21 December 2012, as revised 17 January 2013. 
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approached partly from what tribunals and courts should do when the situation arises, partly 

from what parties and tribunals can do to avoid the situation, and finally, partly how the 

situation can be improved by an exploration of de lege ferenda. The first two parts are based on 

the findings of chapters 3 and 4 in this thesis. For these two parts, the discussion concerns what 

could or should be done in accordance with the established law. The third part, being the 

discussion of de lege ferenda, is rooted in the three fundamental values of arbitration described 

in chapter 2. Further, the third part concerns possible changes of the law that may lead to 

solutions for truncated situations in arbitration. Possible solutions are discussed from three main 

types of problems leading to truncated situations. The aim of the discussion is to find efficient 

solutions that could resolve truncated situations, as well as lead to valid arbitral awards. Lastly, 

as the discussion concerning the third research question is based on the previous chapters of 

this thesis, the already mentioned legal sources are again used for this part. 

 
1.4 Terminology 
 
Award    A decision rendered by an arbitral tribunal. In this thesis, the term 

    award refers to a final award. 

Due process   Notion to ensure that the arbitral parties are treated with equality 

    and are given a fair hearing with a proper opportunity to present 

    their respective cases. 

Enforceable award  An award that can be enforced by a national court. 

Final award   An award intended to bring the arbitration to an end by deciding 

    and disposing of all or the outstanding issues in dispute between 

    the parties. 

Lex arbitri   The law of the seat where the arbitration is to take place. 

Truncated tribunal  An appointed arbitral tribunal missing one arbitrator due to  

    refusal to participate in the tribunal’s work or submission of 

    resignation with insufficient reason. 

Valid award   An award that cannot be challenged.    
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2 International Arbitration: An Overview 
 
2.1 Arbitration as a Method of Dispute Resolving 
2.1.1 General 
International arbitration is in its essence a very simple method of resolving disputes. When 

considered in its basic form it is a process where two or more parties, who cannot come to an 

agreement, decide to hand over the decision making to an individual whose judgement they 

trust. When categorised, arbitration is often put in the group of Alternative Dispute Resolutions 

(ADR), with the reasoning of seeing arbitration as an alternative to litigation.39 It is hardly 

surprising that such an informal and fundamentally private and consensual system of dispute 

resolving came to be widely adopted by individuals. However, that such a simple system of 

resolving disputes has come to be accepted worldwide, and not merely by individuals but also 

by major corporations and states, is rather more surprising. 40  The lack of formality in 

arbitration, in comparison to litigation, does however conceal a reality of a well-established 

system with complex structures of rules and fundamental values. 

 

2.1.2 International Arbitration Regulation 
One major reason for why the practice of resolving disputes through international arbitration 

works effectively is because it is supported by a complex public system of national laws, 

international treaties and institutional rules. Among the most important landmarks of 

international rules and conventions are the New York Convention of 1958 (The New York 

Convention), 41  the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules (the UNCITRAL Rules), 42 and the 

UNCITRAL Model Law (the Model Law).43 The Model Law provides a suggested system of 

provisions that states may adopt by incorporating it into their domestic legislation on arbitration. 

More specifically, the Model Law contains provisions that cover all stages of the arbitral 

 
39 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 40. However, some commentators are discussing whether international arbitration is 
excluded from the group of ADR, see for instance	Nottage, Luke R., Is (International) Commercial Arbitration 
ADR?, The Arbitrator and Mediator, Volume 21(1), 2002, pp. 83–92, and Piers, Maud, Europe's Role in 
Alternative Dispute Resolution: Off to a Good Start?, Journal of Dispute Resolution, Volume 14(2), 2014, pp. 
272–274. 
40 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 2. 
41 United Nations Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York, 10 

June 1958). 
42 United Nations Commission in International Trade Law (UNCITRAL), UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, 

Adopted by Resolution 31/98 of the General Assembly of the United Nations on 15 December 1976 and 
revised in 2010 and 2013.  

43 United Nations Commission in International Trade Law (UNCITRAL), UNCITRAL Model Law on 
International Commercial Arbitration, Adopted in 1985 and revised in 2006. 
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process from the arbitration agreement, the composition and jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal, 

through to the recognition and enforcement of the arbitral award. The UNCITRAL Rules, on 

the other hand, are selected by the parties themselves to govern the procedural rules of the 

arbitration process (similar to institutional rules). Put simply, the Model Law is directed at 

states, while the UNCITRAL Rules are directed at parties to a dispute. The New York 

Convention provides regulations for the international recognition and enforcement of arbitral 

agreements and awards. The convention is one of the cornerstones of international arbitration 

and plays a major role in the success of international arbitration as a method of dispute resolving 

by harmonising the rules for its 161 signatories.44 No convention since 1958 has had the same 

impact on modern international arbitration.45 Globally, the New York Convention has opened 

the doors to a more efficient and simple way of obtaining recognition and enforcement of an 

international award, which is yet another reason for choosing arbitration to resolve an 

international dispute since no equivalent is to be found in litigation.46 In summary, the Model 

Law, together with the UNCITRAL Rules and the New York Convention, aim to significantly 

contribute to the establishment of a unified legal framework for the fair and efficient settlement 

of disputes arising in international commercial relations.47 

 

In addition to international conventions and treaties on the subject of international arbitration, 

there are several important systems of rules from arbitration institutions. When an arbitration is 

administered by an institution, that institution’s own set of rules are used, which mainly contain 

procedural provisions. Arbitral parties frequently exercise their autonomy by incorporating 

institutional rules into their arbitration agreement, 48  and the demand for institutional 

proceedings is very strong as thousands of disputes are solved through institutional arbitration 

each year.49 Several advantages come with the use of institutional arbitration, for instance, the 

rules will usually have been proven to work well in practice,50 especially if one of the more 

well-established set of rules are chosen. Additionally, the rules will generally have undergone 

periodic revision to take account of new developments in the law and practice of international 

arbitration.51 Perhaps the biggest advantage from a party’s perspective is that most arbitral 

 
44 [http://www.newyorkconvention.org/countries] 2019-11-25. 
45 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 61. 
46 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 614. 
47 See the resolutions adopted by the General Assembly in the Model Law as revised in 2006. 
48 Born, 2014, p. 1638. 
49 [https://globalarbitrationnews.com/international-arbitration-statistics-2018-another-busy-year-for-arbitral-

institutions/] 2019-10-23. 
50 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 45. 
51 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 45. 
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institutions will also provide specialist staff to administer the arbitration and assist the parties 

to make sure the arbitration runs as smoothly as possible.52  

 

As mentioned, some institutional rules are more well-established than others, for an example 

the ICC Rules53, the LCIA Rules54, and the ICDR Rules55. The rules of these more renowned 

institutions tend to follow a broadly similar pattern, yet some provisions may deviate. Some set 

of rules may also be described as being more influenced by civil law (e.g. the ICC Rules), 

whereas other set of rules derive greater inspiration from common law (e.g. LCIA).56 What is 

common for all sets of institutional rules is that once they are effectively incorporated into the 

parties arbitration agreement, the rules will govern the arbitration proceedings.  

 

2.2 Fundamental Values of Arbitration 
2.2.1 Balancing Three Values 
The agreement to arbitrate is the foundation stone of international arbitration as it records the 

consent of the parties to submit a dispute to arbitration. 57  Once consent to arbitration is 

established, arbitrators and parties may choose for themselves, to a large extent, the procedures 

to be followed. 58  This is where the fundamental value of party autonomy enters. Other 

fundamental values of arbitration that sometimes cannot fully coexist in harmony with party 

autonomy are the values of due process and efficiency.59 The notion of due process is what sets 

the boundaries for the extent of party autonomy in arbitration to maintain a fair hearing, and the 

value of efficiency is what pushes a tribunal to accomplish what it was appointed to do as 

smoothly as possible and without delay.  

 

 
52 For instance, the ICC state on their website that the Secretariat “is always available to assist the parties with a 

range of preliminary issues that may come up.”. [https://iccwbo.org/dispute-resolution-
services/arbitration/procedure/] 2019-10-23. 

53 International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), Arbitration Rules in force as from 1 March 2017. 
54 London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA), Arbitrations Rules as of 1 October 2014.  
55 International Centre for Dispute Resolution (ICDR), Arbitration Rules as of 1 June 2014. Note that the 

American Arbitration Association (AAA), which is the main body for the administration of arbitration cases 
in the U.S., also manages international arbitration cases through ICDR. 

56 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 44. 
57 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 71. 
58 See the Model Law, Article 19. 
59 See Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 30 and Seifi, 2000, p. 3. See also Wetter, J. Gillis, The Conduct of the 

Arbitration, Journal of International Arbitration, Volume 2(2), 1985, pp. 7–38, p. 35 
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2.2.2 Party Autonomy and Due Process 
The notion of party autonomy, which lies at the root of the parties’ right to choose, applies not 

only to the question of whether the parties want to arbitrate, but also to the question of how the 

proceedings should be conducted. It is this broad scope of party autonomy which has led to the 

truism that arbitration allows the parties to tailor the proceedings according to the specificities 

of their case.60 Parties to an arbitration are truly masters of the arbitral process to an extent not 

possible in litigation proceedings since they may customise the proceedings to their liking by, 

for instance, choosing the place of arbitration,61 the applicable law62 (or laws)63, and how to 

appoint arbitrators.64  The parties’ opportunity to choose judges of their own choice is an 

historical and distinguishing feature of international arbitration, and a strong cause to choose 

arbitration over litigation.65  

 

Generally, modern preference is for international disputes to be referred to an arbitral tribunal 

comprising three arbitrators, unless the amount in dispute is small.66 Where an arbitral tribunal 

is to consist of more than one arbitrator, and the parties have decided to appoint the arbitrators 

by agreement,67 each party usually nominates one arbitrator, leaving the third arbitrator to be 

appointed by an arbitral institution or by means of the two co-arbitrators appointing a presiding 

arbitrator.68 By having the parties appoint “their” arbitrators, they may ensure that the tribunal 

includes a balance of nationalities or knowledge, and will be able to fully consider each party’s 

case. It may also be argued that a party-appointed tribunal represents fair treatment of the parties 

as the composition reflects a balanced representation of the interests of both parties.69 Although 

party-appointed arbitrators are not representatives of the parties, the composition of such a 

tribunal in commercial arbitration generally represents a balanced equilibrium between the 

parties.70 Occasionally, parties might nominate an arbitrator who is little more than an advocate 

 
60 Berger et al., 2016. 
61 Model Law, Article 20. 
62 Model Law, Article 28.  
63 International arbitration, unlike litigation, usually involves more than one system of law or legal rules, see 

Blackaby et al., 2015, pp. 155–228 for an in-depth discussion on the matter of applicable laws in arbitration. 
64 The Model Law, Article 11. 
65 Born, 2014, p. 1639. 
66 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 239. If the parties fail to decide on the number of arbitrators, some rules state that the 

number shall be three, see for instance the Model Law, Article 10(2). 
67 There are several other methods of appointing an arbitral tribunal, for an example by having an arbitral 

institution make the choice. See the ICC Rules, Article 13(3). 
68 See the ICC Rules, Article 12(5). 
69 Seifi, 2000, p. 5. 
70 Seifi, 2000, p. 3. 
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for their position. This is however in violation of most institutional rules that are designated to 

ensure that tribunals consist of independent and impartial arbitrators.71  

 

Other advantages deriving from party autonomy in international arbitration, making it 

fundamental, is the free choice of procedural rules. An arbitral process may be conducted in 

many different ways as there are few fixed rules.72 International conventions and the Model 

Law merely establish general principles intended to ensure a fair procedure and a valid and 

enforceable award. Hence, the principle of party autonomy is once again prominent as an 

arbitral tribunal shall conduct the arbitration in accordance with the procedure agreed by the 

parties.73 The procedure established by the parties must however comply with mandatory rules 

and public policy requirements of the applicable law as well as follow the provisions of 

international conventions aiming to ensure fair proceedings (due process).74  

 

The concept of due process has its basis in common law,75 though it has also been incorporated 

into the system of international arbitration.76 In a broad sense, the notion of due process is 

comparable to Article 6 of the ECHR, which also aims to ensure fairness in legal proceedings. 

However, due process and Article 6 of the ECHR cannot be described to merely be synonymous 

since neither of them are static concepts. Both concepts of procedural fairness adapt to new 

facts and circumstances making them evolve over time, generally through interpretation and 

analysis in case law from the European Court of Human Rights,77  and the corresponding 

supreme instance in common law legal systems.78 Hence, both concepts of procedural fairness 

must be interpreted and applied in view of its context.79 However, in this thesis the concept of 

due process will be referred to in its broad sense as a fundamental value in international 

 
71 Born, 2014, p. 1641; See also, for instance, the ICC Rules, Article 11(1). 
72 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 353. 
73 The Model Law, Article 19(1). 
74 Blackaby et al., 2015, pp. 353–354. 
75 See for instance Sullivan, E. Thomas, The Arc of Due Process in American Constitutional Law [electronic 

resource], 2013, and Parkin, Jason, Adaptable Due Process, University of Pennsylvania Law Review, Volume 
160(5), 2012, pp. 1309–1377. 

76 See for instance Article 18 of the Model Law, which states that the parties shall be treated with equality and 
each party shall be given a full opportunity of presenting its case. 

77 For a discussion on the European Court of Human Right’s method of interpretation, see Settem, Ola Johan, 
Applications of the 'Fair Hearing' Norm in ECHR Article 6(1) to Civil Proceedings - With Special Emphasis 
on the Balance Between Procedural Safeguards and Efficiency, 1st ed., Springer International Publishing, 
Cham, 2016, pp. 15–30. 

78 For instance, the Supreme Court of the United States. See Sullivan, 2013, p. 81. 
79 When discussing international arbitration, one must remember that the assessment of the notion of procedural 

fairness may be affected by the lex arbitri.  
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arbitration, regardless of possible differences found in different legal systems and states.80 

Furthermore, due process has come to be understood as ensuring both procedural and 

substantive protections,81 however, in this thesis only the procedural side will be discussed.  

 

In short, the aim with the concept of due process is to ensure that the parties are treated with 

equality and are given a fair hearing with a proper opportunity to present their respective 

cases.82 Due process has been described by practitioners as being the procedural cornerstone of 

the rule of law as it serves as the shield protecting fundamental procedural rights in arbitration.83 

To exemplify the boundaries that due process sets for party autonomy in arbitration, the parties 

cannot agree to give one party major procedural advantages leading to the other party not being 

properly heard, as this contradicts the concept of due process.84 Treating the parties fairly and 

ensuring they have an opportunity to present their cases also forms part of an arbitrator’s 

obligation owed to the parties. When handling cases, party autonomy and due process needs to 

be balanced against the arbitrator’s duty to ensure the efficient and timely completion of their 

mandate to resolve the dispute. 

 

2.2.3 Arbitral Efficiency 
The relation between party autonomy and the mandatory requirements of due process has been 

discussed above, and the third element to that discussion is the value of efficiency in arbitration. 

The fact that efficiency is crucial for the arbitral process is not a new revelation.85 Efficiency is 

fundamental since arbitration is regarded to be the more time-friendly dispute resolving 

alternative,86 and, hence, one main reason for choosing arbitration over litigation. The values 

of expediency, efficiency of the process, and the accomplishment of the mission of dispute 

resolution in international arbitration are of great importance to all parties involved. From the 

parties’ and counsels’ perspective, the International Bar Association (IBA) has issued 

guidelines inspired by the principle that party representatives should act with integrity and 

honesty, and should not engage in activities designed to produce unnecessary delay or expense, 

 
80 As set out in Article 18 of the Model Law, which deals with the equal treatment of parties. 
81 Sullivan, 2013, p. 38. 
82 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 587. 
83 Global Arbitration Review (GAR), The Guide to Challenging and Enforcing Arbitration Awards, June 2019, 

at [https://globalarbitrationreview.com/edition/1001323/the-guide-to-challenging-and-enforcing-arbitration-
awards-first-edition] 2019-11-11. 

84 See for instance the Model Law, Article 18. 
85 Crowter et al. 2002, pp. 301–312. 
86 Kirby, Jennifer, Efficiency in International Arbitration: Whose Duty Is It?, Journal of International 

Arbitration, Volume 32(6), 2015, pp. 689–695. 
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including tactics aimed at obstructing arbitration proceedings.87 However, in recent years a 

frustration has grown among users of international arbitration because of lengthy delays,88 

making arbitral efficiency perhaps increasingly important. For instance, parties may be 

dissatisfied with the time taken to form the tribunal, the time taken to complete the procedural 

timetable, or the time spent having to wait for an award. The issue with delays is something 

that even the established arbitration institutions are aware of today. 89  As a result, some 

institutions have added provisions to help obtain efficiency.90  

 

One way of achieving expediency and efficiency in arbitration is through offering the parties 

expedited procedures. The adoption of such procedures may bring expedition either by the 

tribunal exercising its discretion to shorten time limits, or by means of simplified procedures 

available under certain arbitral rules.91 Many arbitration institutions have developed rules for 

faster resolutions by means of a simplified procedure.92 However, as it is up to the parties 

discretion to customise the arbitral proceedings (having in mind the concept of due process), 

they can agree to expedite without relying on a set of institutional rules. In practice, expedited 

arbitration may have considerable advantages, as they may generate quicker proceedings and 

reduced costs to all parties and also tend to facilitate a more efficient dispute resolution 

process.93  

 

Nonetheless, achieving efficiency in arbitration through expedited proceedings present some 

challenges too. Limited time and demanding deadlines for counsel and arbitrators may have an 

impact on the quality of legal representation and the award. Furthermore, some disputes may 

be too complex for an expedited resolution.94 The question of how to make arbitration more 

 
87 International Bar Association, Guidelines on Party Representation in International Arbitration (2013), p. 2, at   
 [https://www.ibanet.org/Publications/publications_IBA_guides_and_free_materials.aspx] 2019-11-11. 
88 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 361. 
89 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 37. 
90 For an example, the ICC and the LCIA have rules in place that requires arbitrators to confirm they have 

reasonable availability before being appointed. See the ICC Rules, Article 11(2) and the LCIA Rules, Article 
5(4). Other efficiency promoting regulative issues are specific time limits that have been set in institutional 
rules. For instance, according to Article 5(1) of the ICC Rules, the answer to the request for arbitration shall 
be submitted within 30 days from the receipt of the request from the Secretariat. A similar 30-day time limit 
is in Article 4 of the UNCITRAL Rules and a 28-day time limit from the commencement of the arbitration in 
Article 2.1 of the LCIA Rules. 

91 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 363. 
92 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 363. In some institutions, the simplified procedures are mandatory for smaller cases 

defined by the total amount in dispute, though if the parties agree, they are also available for disputes of 
greater amounts, see Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 364. 

93 Hemmingsen, Lucila I.M. & Rubinstein, Expedited Arbitration: When is Faster Better?, New York Law 
Journal, 2017. 

94 Hemmingsen & Rubinstein, 2017. 
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efficient is often understood to be a question of how to make it faster and cheaper. However, 

when discussing efficiency in arbitration, one must consider not only expediency, but the 

relationship between time, cost, and quality.95 Expedited arbitration may generate a faster and 

cheaper procedure, though the quality might suffer from it. For an example, expedited 

proceedings frequently operate without any experts, a potentially serious disadvantage if the 

arbitrators lack experience in the parties’ businesses or the factual questions of the case.96 What 

defines quality in arbitration proceedings may be difficult to establish. Although it is most likely 

safe to say that many parties would consider a quality arbitration to be one that results in an 

award that is both correct, valid and enforceable,97  which indeed may be achieved in an 

expedited arbitration. However, faster is not always better, as some disputes unavoidably 

require a more extensive dispute resolution. The key is to ensure that the arbitration procedure 

is thoughtfully selected to meet the needs of the parties.  

 

2.3 Features of the Arbitral Process 
2.3.1 The Tribunals’ Rules of Conduct 
It is of utter importance for an arbitral tribunal to follow the parties’ requirements as set forth 

in the arbitration agreement, the lex arbitri, and (if applicable) the institutional rules chosen by 

the parties.98 The tribunal may also have to be aware of other sources of law that could become 

relevant in the process, for instance EU law or public policy.99 However, the discussion in this 

thesis will focus on those considerations regarded as most fundamental to arbitrators of a 

tribunal, namely the arbitration agreement, the lex arbitri, and institutional rules, particularly 

in reference to truncated tribunals. 

 

Parties turn to arbitration to obtain a final and binding resolution of their dispute and it is the 

arbitrators’ role to resolve the dispute and declare their decision in an arbitral award. In the 

course of an arbitration, arbitrators normally issue various decisions. Decisions relating to the 

organisation and general conduct of the arbitral proceedings, which are purely procedural or 

administrative in nature, should be made in the form of procedural orders or directions.100 Such 

 
95 Kirby, 2015, p. 689. 
96 Welser, Irene & Klausegger, Christian, Fast Track Arbitration: Just fast or something different?, Austrian 
Arbitration Yearbook 2009, pp. 259–279, p. 274. 
97 Kirby, 2015, pp. 691–692.	
98 If the tribunal do not follow the mentioned sources, the rendered award risks being invalid or unenforceable, 

see chapter 2.3.2. 
99 For a discussion on the interaction of different laws in arbitration, see Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 157–218. 
100 Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (CIArb), International Arbitration Practice Guideline, Drafting Arbitral 

Awards Part 1— General, 2016, p. 2. 
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decisions should be clearly distinguished from arbitral awards, which are to include a 

determination on the merits or affect the parties’ substantive rights and generally be valid and 

enforceable under the New York Convention.101 An award should be described as a final award 

when it is intended to bring the arbitration to an end by deciding and disposing of all or some 

of the outstanding issues in dispute between the parties.102 Hence, note that onwards in this 

thesis the term award will make reference only to such final awards103 and no other decisions. 

 

Arbitral awards should indeed be prepared with the greatest care to ensure they conform to the 

terms of the arbitration agreement, including any arbitration rules and the lex arbitri, and are 

enforceable under the New York Convention.104 While no arbitral tribunal can be expected to 

guarantee that its award will be valid and enforceable worldwide, every tribunal must do its 

best. As put forth in the ICC Rules:  

 

“[i]n all matters not expressly provided for in the Rules, the Court and the arbitral tribunal shall 

act in the spirit of the Rules and shall make every effort to make sure that the award is enforceable 

at law.”105  

 

In principle, the outcome of every arbitration is intended to be a final, enforceable award, as 

opposed to the outcome of a mediation, which is merely intended to be an agreement between 

the parties.106  

 

Other requirements of the award’s form and content may be stated in the parties’ arbitration 

agreement.107 In institutional arbitration, this entails examining the set of rules adopted by the 

parties. For instance, the UNCITRAL Rules mention requirements such as that the award shall 

be made in writing, that the reasons upon which the award is based shall be stated, and that the 

arbitrators shall sign the award.108  Another arbitral institution that sets out more detailed 

obligations for the arbitrators to fulfil when drafting an award is the International Centre for 

Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). In ICSID:s set of arbitration rules it is stated that 

 
101 CIArb, 2016, p. 2. 
102 CIArb, 2016, p. 9. 
103 See terminology chapter 1.4. 
104 CIArb, 2016, p. 1. 
105 See Article 42. 
106 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 506. 
107 Note that the lex arbitri also could impose requirements of form and content for the arbitral award, see for 

instance section 52 of the English Arbitration Act 1996. 
108 See Article 34. 
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the award shall contain a precise designation of each party, a description of the tribunal’s 

method of constitution, the names of all arbitral users (arbitrators, parties, agents etc.), a 

summary of the proceedings, and so on. 109  As these two examples of institutional rules 

illustrate, it is important that the tribunal check any requirements of form or content that might 

be stated in the set of rules adopted by the parties.   

 

2.3.2 Opposing an Award 
As the UNCITRAL Rules state, all awards shall be final and binding and carried out by the 

parties without delay.110 The finality of an arbitral award, i.e. the limited possibilities for appeal, 

is yet another advantage of arbitration. If the parties prefer a compromise solution, they should 

opt for mediation. If the parties prefer the possibility to fight the case to the highest national 

court, they should opt for litigation. When the parties opt for arbitration, they opt for, in 

principle, finality. There are however two ways in which the losing party may try to prevent an 

award’s outcome; either by challenging the award, or by refusing its enforcement. At the outset 

of this chapter, it is worth briefly describing the distinction between actions to challenging, or 

setting aside, an award and opposing its enforcement.  

 

A challenge to an award usually takes place in the courts of the seat of the arbitration and it is 

an attempt to invalidate the award on the basis of the statutory grounds available under the law 

of the seat.111 In contrast, actions opposing enforcement may take place in any state where the 

winning party chooses to seek enforcement as an arbitral award, irrespective of the country in 

which it was made, shall be enforced upon application to a competent court.112 If the state of 

enforcement chosen by the winning party is a signatory to the New York Convention, the losing 

party may rely on the exceptions contained in Article V to prevent such enforcement. As the 

statutory grounds for challenging an award under national law often is very similar to the 

exceptions stated in Article V of the New York Convention that concern opposing 

enforcement,113 the discussion following from this chapter will not further discuss both ways 

of opposing an award. Instead, the discussion will derive from the process of opposing 

enforcement, although similar provisions administer the procedure of challenging awards. 

 
109 ICSID Convention, Regulations and Rules, as Amended and Effective April 10, 2006, Rules of Procedure for 

Arbitration Proceedings (Arbitration Rules), Article 47. 
110 See Article 34(2). 
111 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 570. 
112 See for instance the Model Law, Article 35. 
113 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 570. 
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It is a reasonable belief that the winning party in an arbitration expects the award to be 

performed voluntarily and without delay, and statistics show most awards are.114  As mentioned 

in the beginning of this chapter, the UNCITRAL Rules expressly confirms the plausibility of 

this expectation as it provides that the parties shall undertake to carry out the award without 

delay.115 Unfortunately, not all parties abide by this obligation, which creates the need for 

enforcement proceedings in national courts. Generally, it is much easier to obtain enforcement 

of an international arbitral award than of a foreign court judgment,116 which indeed is another 

advantage of arbitration. The process of opposing an award must take place via national courts 

that operate under their own procedural rules, hence, the procedures adopted by these courts 

will vary from state to state.117 However, the New York Convention has had a harmonising 

effect on the process of enforcement in many states worldwide. Due to the extensive spread of 

the New York Convention, the following discussion on enforcement will originate from this 

international convention. 

 

The enforcement of an award may be refused if the opposing party can prove that any of the 

grounds for refusal under Article V of the New York Convention are met. Under Article V(1), 

an award may be refused if the opposing party proves any of the following five grounds: 

 

(a) incapacity, invalid arbitration agreement; 

(b) no proper notice of appointment of arbitrator or of the proceedings, lack of due process; 

(c) jurisdictional issues; 

(d) composition of tribunal or procedure not in accordance with arbitration agreement or the 

relevant law; 

(e) award suspended or set aside. 

 

Furthermore, enforcement may also be refused if the opposing party proves any of the two 

grounds stated in Article V(2) concerning either issues of non-arbitrability or public policy. 

A recurring issue regarding all grounds for refusal in Article V is the initial wording in the 

provision stating that an award may be refused enforcement on the grounds set forth. It is 

 
114 See Queen Mary University of London, School of International Arbitration, and Pricewaterhouse Coopers 

LLP, International Arbitration: Corporate Attitudes and Practices 2008, pp. 8 and 10, available at 
[https://www.pwc.co.uk/assets/pdf/pwc-international-arbitration-2008.pdf] 2019-12-19. 

115 See the UNCITRAL Rules, Article 34(2).  
116 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 614. 
117 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 616. 
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important to note this wording as it indicates that the provisions for refusing enforcement under 

the New York Convention are not mandatory. Out of all the mentioned grounds for refusal of 

enforcement, the second and forth grounds, Article V(1)(b) and (d), have the strongest 

connection to the subject of this thesis, which is why mainly these two grounds will be further 

examined in this chapter, while the other grounds will be more briefly discussed.118 

 

The second ground for enforcement refusal found in Article V(1)(b) is perhaps the most 

essential ground as it aims to ensure that the arbitration proceeding is properly conducted with 

proper notices granted to the parties and procedural fairness.119 A significant and material 

mistake in the arbitral proceedings, for instance not giving both parties equal opportunities to 

be heard, should lead a national court to conclude there was a denial of due process.120 As 

previously argued in chapter 2.2.1, the value of both parties receiving a fair hearing is 

fundamental in arbitration, perhaps even more so than in litigation as the notion of due process 

in arbitration balances the parties independence and authority to design the proceedings to their 

liking. Hence, there is no inherent protection of due process. When discussing the subject of 

truncated tribunals, this ground for refusal may be relevant if, for an example, one party finds 

the composition of the tribunal to be unfair due to the fact that the party’s appointed arbitrator 

was the one not participating when the remaining two arbitrators rendered the award. If a 

national court agrees with the opposing party’s reasoning that a party-appointed tribunal 

represents fair treatment of the parties, and therefore a truncated tribunal does not, then the 

opposing party may successfully oppose the award. 

 

The fourth ground for enforcement refusal, Article V(1)(d), addresses the composition of the 

tribunal, or the procedure, when not in accordance with the arbitration agreement or the relevant 

law.121 For an example, parties may specify in their arbitration agreement that they shall appoint 

arbitrators from a list provided by the ICC.122 If, for some reason, the appointed arbitrators were 

 
118 For a further discussion on the New York Convention’s grounds for refusal of enforcement, see Blackaby et 

al., 2015, pp. 617–648. 
119 For a further discussion, see the UNCITRAL Secretariat Guide on the Convention on the Recognition and 

Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York, 1958), 2016 Edition, pp. 153–168, available at 
[https://www.uncitral.org/pdf/english/texts/arbitration/NY-conv/2016_Guide_on_the_Convention.pdf] 2019-
12-19. 

120 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 628. 
121 For a further discussion, see the UNCITRAL Secretariat Guide on the Convention on the Recognition and 

Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York, 1958), 2016 Edition, pp. 187–202. 
122 The list refers to arbitrators in ICC Arbitration cases that were registered as of 1 January 2016 and where 

Terms of Reference have been established and is updated monthly. Available at [https://iccwbo.org/dispute-
resolution-services/arbitration/icc-arbitral-tribunals/] 2019-10-29. 
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not on that list, the losing party may claim this ground of refusal as a defence. Another example 

more related to the situation where a truncated tribunal is involved and has rendered the award 

is if the opposing party refuses enforcement due to the arbitration agreement stating that the 

dispute shall be resolved by a tripartite party-appointed tribunal. If the truncated tribunal that 

rendered the award in question consisted of only two arbitrators, as one party-appointed 

arbitrator was absent, the opposing party may claim that the tribunal’s composition is clearly 

not in accordance with the parties’ arbitration agreement.  

 

The first ground for enforcement refusal, Article V(1)(a), may be relevant if, for instance, a 

formal requirement for the arbitration agreement to be in writing, following for an example the 

Model Law,123 has been overlooked by the tribunal, or if the parties are found to not have legal 

capacity to enter into a contract, leading to an invalid arbitration agreement.124 This provision 

is the expression of a consensual nature of arbitration and one of the commonly invoked 

grounds for refusal of enforcement. 125  The third ground for enforcement refusal, Article 

V(1)(c), dealing with jurisdictional issues, is becoming increasingly common to be raised as the 

first line of defence.126 Under the competence-competence doctrine, an arbitral tribunal is 

authorised to decide on its own jurisdiction over a particular dispute.127 If a tribunal acts in 

excess of its jurisdiction, for instance by dealing with a dispute that was not submitted to it, this 

third ground for refusal will be of interest.128 The fifth and final ground for enforcement refusal, 

Article V(1)(e),  concerns so-called default awards, which refers to an award that has been set 

aside or suspended by a competent authority of the country in which, or under the law of which, 

that award was made.129 This ground for refusal has given rise to the most controversy out of 

all the grounds mentioned in Article V(l) as it has led to some national courts taking the view 

that an award will be enforced even if it has been set aside by a court of the seat of the 

 
123 See the Model Law, Article 7(2), Option I. 
124 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 81. For a further discussion, see the UNCITRAL Secretariat Guide on the 

Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York, 1958), 2016 
Edition, pp. 131–150. 

125 Global Arbitration Review (GAR), The Guide to Challenging and Enforcing Arbitration Awards, June 2019. 
126 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 630. For a further discussion, see the UNCITRAL Secretariat Guide on the 

Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York, 1958), 2016 
Edition, pp. 171–184. 

127 See for instance the UNCITRAL Rules, Article 23(1), which states that the tribunal shall have the power to 
rule on its own jurisdiction. See also Blackaby et al., 2015, pp. 340–342 for a discussion on the notion of 
competence-competence.  

128 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 630. 
129 For a further discussion, see the UNCITRAL Secretariat Guide on the Convention on the Recognition and 

Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York, 1958), 2016 Edition, pp. 205–220. 
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arbitration.130 As a result, situations may occur where an annulled award is refused enforcement 

in one country but granted enforcement in another.131 

 

The additional two grounds of refusal found in Article V(2) concern issues of arbitrability and 

public policy.132 As to the refusal ground of arbitrability, each state has its own concept of what 

types of disputes may be resolved by arbitration and what types of disputes are reserved for 

national courts.133 Generally, disputes concerning family law and other matters that have a 

public interest are non-arbitrable. Categories of dispute such as intellectual property rights and 

competition law also raise questions of arbitrability.134 As to the refusal ground of public policy, 

it is understandable that a state may want to keep the right to refuse enforcement of an award 

that offends its own notion of principles that support their fundamental social, moral and 

economic values. A court may, for an example, refuse enforcement of an award giving effect 

to a contract that does not receive statutory protection in that state.135 

 

2.4 Concluding Remarks on Chapter 
During the process of an arbitration, an arbitral tribunal must follow the parties’ requirements 

as set forth in the arbitration agreement, the lex arbitri, and (if applicable) the institutional rules 

chosen by the parties. Furthermore, arbitral awards must be prepared with the greatest care to 

ensure they are valid and enforceable under the New York Convention.136 The list of possible 

grounds on which a party may oppose an award is narrow and allows only for most serious 

irregularities to form the basis of the party’s defence.137 Hence, the intention of the New York 

Convention, and of the Model Law,138 is that the grounds for opposing arbitral awards should 

be applied restrictively, which most national courts have recognised.139  However, not all 

countries approve the pro-enforcement bias of the New York Convention. For instance, the 

public policy exception found in Article V(2) has particularly enabled some states to play the 

 
130 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 634. 
131 For further discussions, see Thadikkaran, Manu, Enforcement of Annulled Arbitral Awards: What Is and What 
Ought to Be?, Journal of International Arbitration, Volume 31(5), 2014, pp. 575–608. 
132 For a further discussion, see the UNCITRAL Secretariat Guide on the Convention on the Recognition and 

Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York, 1958), 2016 Edition, pp. 225–256. 
133 Blackaby et al., 2015, pp. 80 and 640. 
134 Blackaby et al., 2015, pp. 110–115. 
135 See examples from case law in Blackaby et al., 2015, pp. 641–647. 
136 CIArb, 2016, p. 1. 
137 GAR, The Guide to Challenging and Enforcing Arbitration Awards, June 2019. 
138 The grounds for refusal to enforce an arbitral award under the Model Law parallel those enacted in the New 

York Convention, see Article 36. 
139 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 623. 
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game less fairly than others.140 Furthermore, as already mentioned, the New York Convention 

is drafted in a permissive rather than mandatory way stating that enforcement ‘may be’ (rather 

than ‘shall be’) refused on one of the specified grounds. National courts may therefore overrule 

the opposition to enforcement and give effect to the award, even if one of the objections in 

Article V of the New York Convention has been established. This notion of the enforcing 

court’s autonomy has far-reaching consequences as it allows the court to independently assess 

potential defects of the arbitral award and procedure, and, in appropriate circumstances, enforce 

even those awards that were annulled at the seat.141 

 

As it is up to the national courts’ discretion to determine whether an arbitral award should be 

refused enforcement or held invalid, it is difficult to generalise and state what claims are more 

frequently successful. However, one commonly raised ground to challenge the validity of an 

arbitral award seems to be the lack of jurisdiction of the tribunal, whether due to invalidity of 

the arbitration agreement or action by the tribunal in excess of the parties’ consent to 

arbitration.142  Another ground that seems to be more commonly raised is the lack of due 

process. When addressing procedural issues tribunals often pander to a party’s procedural 

request out of fear that its award might be challenged due to a breach of the party’s due process 

rights. Often such pandering will result in prolonged proceedings that are not in a party’s 

interests, raise costs, and negatively affect the attractiveness of international arbitration as a 

dispute resolution mechanism.143 Although, tribunals should take comfort in the fact that very 

few awards are successfully challenged for procedural complaints.144  

 

All the considerations that the arbitrators must keep in mind during the arbitral process may 

present challenges to a “normal” tribunal, let alone a truncated one. When the situation arises 

where a tribunal (or the appointed authority) is to decide whether to proceed as truncated, it 

must not forget the fundamental values that permeate arbitration as a method of dispute 

resolving. While the value of efficiency may be prominent as the arbitral proceedings are 

nearing its end, the values of party autonomy and due process must also be considered since 

proceeding as truncated might go against what the parties have decided, or create unfair 

treatment of the parties, which in turn may result in an award being opposed.  

 
140 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 623. 
141 GAR, The Guide to Challenging and Enforcing Arbitration Awards, Jurisdictional Challenges, 2019. 
142 GAR, The Guide to Challenging and Enforcing Arbitration Awards, Jurisdictional Challenges, 2019. 
143 GAR, The Guide to Challenging and Enforcing Arbitration Awards, Jurisdictional Challenges, 2019. 
144 GAR, The Guide to Challenging and Enforcing Arbitration Awards, Jurisdictional Challenges, 2019. 
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3 Situations in Which Tribunals May Proceed as 
Truncated 

 
3.1 Factors to Consider 
3.1.1 Guidance from Institutional Rules 
As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, situations may arise in international arbitration 

where an appointed arbitrator either resigns, is successfully challenged, or refuses to participate 

in the tribunal’s work or submits resignation with insufficient reason. 145  Most appointed 

arbitrators in international arbitration will act properly and in good faith.146 However, some 

arbitrators may refuse to participate in deliberations, resign at a critical stage, or pass away 

unexpectedly. If possible, practical, and sensible, the issue of the tribunal missing a member is 

resolved by replacing that arbitrator and filling the vacancy. If it is not possible, practical or 

sensible to replace the non-participating arbitrator, for instance because a quick conclusion to 

the arbitration is essential, the consequence may be that the remaining two arbitrators proceed 

as a truncated tribunal.147 

 

However, the stage of the arbitration proceeding is not the only factor that should be taken into 

account when discussing permission of truncated tribunals. There are several institutional rules 

to be found on the topic that contains provisions stating in which situations and under what 

circumstances a tribunal may proceed as truncated and render an award.148 The American 

Arbitration Association (AAA) International Arbitration Rules of 1991 appear to have been the 

first set of rules to provide expressly for truncated tribunals to proceed,149 and since then many 

institutions have followed. In this chapter, primarily the ICC Rules, the LCIA Rules, and the 

ICDR Rules will be used in reference to discuss the situations and circumstances under which 

a tribunal may proceed as truncated. However, other institutional rules and underlying 

fundamental principles may also be used in reference to exemplify and broaden the discussion. 

When examining the institutional rules that permit truncated tribunals to proceed, one will find 

different balancing factors to regard. When summarised, the common factors that should be 

regarded in the assessment of whether to proceed are (i) the stage of the arbitration, (ii) the 

explanation given by the non-participating arbitrator, (iii) the possible effect on the recognition 

 
145 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 281. 
146 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 281. 
147 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 281. 
148 Born, 2012, p. 143.  
149 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 281–282. 
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and enforcement of the award rendered by the remaining arbitrators, and (iv) such other matters 

considered appropriate in the circumstances of the case.150 These four factors will be discussed 

in the following subchapters.  

 

3.1.2 (i) the Stage of the Arbitration 
The factor of juncture is probably the most important factor, though it seems the value of its 

importance may be regarded differently. To exemplify, the ICC Rules state permission for 

truncated tribunals to proceed only towards the very end of the arbitration,151 while the ICDR 

Rules provide broader possibilities for truncated tribunals by not mentioning any time 

limitations and therefore permitting the tribunal to proceed at any stage of the arbitration.152 

More specifically, according to the ICC Rules the remaining arbitrators may only proceed if the 

tribunal has become truncated after the closing of the proceedings, which is a specific stage 

defined in Article 27 of the same rules. This significant limitation responds to the problem of 

delay since a replacement process at a late stage would prolong the proceedings unforeseeably 

and undermine the arbitral value of efficiency.  

 

The more allowing institutional rules, such as the ICDR Rules and the LCIA Rules that does 

not state a specific time limit, do state that the stage of the arbitration proceedings should be 

taken into account when assessing the situation, without reference to a particular moment.153 

Furthermore, it may be noted that the LCIA Rules state that where an arbitrator fails to 

participate in the deliberations, the remaining arbitrators may decide to proceed as truncated.154 

There is no indication as to the stage where these deliberations are taking place, whether they 

are final deliberations or deliberations on an interim issue or of procedural nature etc. However, 

by interpretation of the wording of the LCIA provision, it seems to cover any deliberations at 

any stage and not necessarily only deliberations after the closing of the proceedings.  

 

3.1.3 (ii) the Explanation Given by the Non-participating Arbitrator 
The factor regarding the explanation from the non-participating arbitrator is often mentioned to 

also be of importance to tribunals when assessing whether to proceed as truncated. Initially, the 

 
150 Maniruzzaman, Munir, The Authority of a Truncated Arbitral Tribunal — Straight Path or Puzzle?, Kluwer 
Arbitration Blog, 2012. 
151 The ICC Rules, Article 15(5). 
152 Born, 2012, p. 143; See the ICDR Rules, Article 15(3). 
153 See the ICDR Rules, Article 15 and the LCIA Rules, Article 12. 
154 See Article 12.1. 
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ICC Rules state different scenarios when a non-participating arbitrator shall be replaced (unless 

the proceedings are formally closed), for instance if he or she dies or is prevented de jure or de 

facto from fulfilling its functions.155 These two examples stated in the ICC Rules may be argued 

to constitute valid excuses for a non-participating arbitrator, hence, they shall lead to 

reconstitution by a replacement process. If the non-participating arbitrator does not give a valid 

excuse as to why he or she resigns or fails to act, this seems to contribute to the permission of 

a truncated tribunal to proceed. The ICDR Rules also state that the remaining two arbitrators 

shall take into account the reason, if any, expressed by the third arbitrator for non-

participation.156 Similarly, the LCIA Rules state that where an arbitrator without good cause 

refuses or persistently fails to participate in the deliberations, the remaining arbitrators jointly 

may decide to continue notwithstanding the absence of that other arbitrator.157 It seems the 

prevailing scholarly opinion is that if an arbitrator chooses to not participate without a legitimate 

reason, this may constitute an abuse of process. 158 This notion also gains support from 

arbitration case law.159  

 

Examples of what constitutes a valid excuse for non-participation may be a temporary illness, 

the observance of a period of mourning, or (as mentioned) even the death of an arbitrator.160 At 

this point, it may be noteworthy to observe the institutional rules of the Bahrain Chamber for 

Dispute Resolution161 (BCDR Rules). Under the BCDR Rules, the death of an arbitrator is not 

considered to be a valid excuse justifying the continuation of the proceedings with a truncated 

tribunal.162 This view is based on the fact that the BCDR Rules considers the truncated tribunal 

doctrine from the perspective of protection against unethical conduct, not procedural efficiency 

as other institutional rules may be argued to do (for instance the ICC Rules).163 It is true that 

the issue of truncated tribunals often arises where the arbitrator of one party, usually instructed 

by that party, withdraws from the proceedings in order to frustrate the arbitration.164 The 

perspective of viewing the truncated tribunal doctrine as a system to fight uncooperative 

 
155 See Article 15(1) and (2). 
156 See Article 15(3). 
157 See Article 12.1. 
158 Blackaby et al., 2015, pp. 281 and 283. 
159 Maniruzzaman, 2012; Himpurna California Energy Ltd. v PT. (Persero) Pemsahaan Listmik Negara, 

UNCITRAL Ad Hoc-Award of 4 May 1999, YCA XXV (2000), 13 et seq. 
160 Selim, Ismail & Ghali, Georges, Truncated Tribunals, BCDR International Arbitration Review, Volume 4(2), 

2017, pp. 323–336, p. 325. 
161 The Bahrain Chamber for Dispute Resolution Arbitration Rules (BCDR), 2017. 
162 Selim & Ghali, 2017, p. 328. 
163 See Selim & Ghali, 2017, p. 328. 
164 Seifi, 2000, p. 9. 
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behaviour in arbitration, as represented in the BCDR Rules, has also been discussed in case 

law.165 Choosing not to participate without a valid excuse could be a delaying tactic from the 

appointed arbitrator (and most likely the appointing party) of serious concern, and the 

elimination of such tactics may certainly be argued to be a primary task in arbitration.166 

 

One may argue that the truncated tribunal doctrine could (and perhaps should) serve both 

interests of efficiency and sanctioning bad faith, which, for instance, the UNCITRAL Rules 

may be said to exemplify.167 Article 14(2) of the UNCITRAL Rules allows a truncated tribunal 

to proceed only if the exceptional circumstances of the case justifies depriving a party of its 

right to appoint a substitute arbitrator, and provided that the hearings are closed, the parties and 

the remaining arbitrators are given an opportunity to express their views, and the appointed 

authority gives its approval. Hence, under the UNCITRAL Rules, a truncated tribunal is an 

exceptional measure that appears to serve the combined goals of efficiency (as the ICC Rules) 

and sanctioning unethical conduct (as the BCDR Rules). 

 

3.1.4 (iii) Possible Effects on the Recognition and Enforcement of Any Award 
Rendered by the Remaining Arbitrators 

As an underlying central principle in arbitration, all reputable arbitration institutions and 

tribunals should be interested in ensuring the validity and enforceability of their awards. As 

mentioned in chapter 2.2.1, no arbitral tribunal can be expected to guarantee that its award will 

be globally valid and enforceable. However, every tribunal must do its best and surely that 

includes considering what impact a decision to proceed as truncated might have on possible 

future oppositions to an award rendered by the remaining arbitrators. On this subject, the LCIA 

Rules state that the likely effect upon the legal recognition or enforceability of any award at the 

seat of the arbitration shall be taken into account when deciding whether to continue the 

arbitration.168 Similar wording is also found in Article 15.2 of the BCDR Rules. The fact that 

other institutional rules (such as the ICC Rules and the ICDR Rules) do not expressly formulate 

similar requirements, does not suggest that possible effects on the recognition and enforcement 

of any future award should not to be taken into account. When deciding whether to proceed as 

truncated, all tribunals will need to consider whether any award they will eventually render 

 
165 Ivan Milutinovic PIM v. Deutsche Babcock AG, ICC Case No 5017. See chapter 4 for further discussions on 

this case. 
166 Maniruzzaman, 2012. 
167 See also the Cairo Regional Centre for International Arbitration (CRCICA), Arbitration Rules, in force as 

from March 2011, Article 14(2), which are inspired by the UNCITRAL Rules.  
168 See Article 15(2). 
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could be deemed to violate the public policy of any of the states in which it is likely to be 

enforced.169  

 

Further, the LCIA Rules state that the reasons for deciding to proceed as truncated shall be 

expressed in any award rendered by the remaining arbitrators.170 This requirement ensures that 

the remaining arbitrators explain why they are proceeding without the third arbitrator and 

allows them to respond to the reasons (if any) put forward by the non-participating arbitrator. 

In the event of subsequent opposing proceedings in a national court, these reasons will enable 

that court to examine the rationale behind the tribunal’s decision to continue as truncated.171 

Hence, a requirement as such forces the remaining arbitrators to try and foresee possible effects 

on the validity and enforcement of the award. 

 

3.1.5 (iv) Other Matters Considered Appropriate in the Circumstances of the 
Case 

Many institutional rules with provisions regarding what the remaining arbitrators shall take into 

account when considering whether to proceed without a non-participating arbitrator contain 

general wording that “other matters considered appropriate in the circumstances of the case” 

should also be taken into account.172 As to such other matters, this could for instance refer to a 

situation where a quick conclusion to the arbitration is of essence to the parties and the dispute 

itself is not very complex.173 The process of replacing an arbitrator will certainly take time, 

thus, it might be practical and sensible for the tribunal to proceed as truncated in situations 

where delays are precluded and the dispute allows it. Conversely, if a case is complicated and 

the parties’ main request is not a quick process, the circumstances may suggest that the tribunal 

should not proceed until the non-participating arbitrator has been replaced. 

 

Other matters to be considered could also be objections by one or all parties to the tribunal 

continuing as truncated, or alternatively their acceptance of the situation. In the ICC Rules, it is 

stated in Article 15(5) that the views of the parties are to be taken into account by the tribunal. 

Remarkably, having in mind the fundamental value of party autonomy in arbitration, the 

parties’ views are only described to be one factor out of many to be considered and left without 

 
169 Selim & Ghali, 2017, p. 331. 
170 See Article 12.2. Similar wording is found in Article 15.1 of the BCDR Rules. 
171 Selim & Ghali, 2017, p. 329. 
172 See for instance the ICC Rules, Article15(5), the LCIA Rules, Article 12.2, and the ICDR Rules, Article 

15(3).   
173 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 281. 
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significant importance. However, if the arbitration agreement in question expressly provides 

that in the event of withdrawal of an arbitrator the remaining members of the tribunal shall have 

the power to render an award, this should solve the problem.174 With reference to arbitration 

case law on the matter, it was obvious that the Lena Goldfields Ltd v. USSR175 arbitration was 

able to act by two of its members on the basis of explicit provisions in the agreement of the 

parties.176 

 

3.2 Concluding Remarks on Chapter 
Until recently, the remedy against non-participating arbitrators in international arbitration 

appears to have been the enforced filling of the vacancy, rather than authorising the remaining 

members of the tribunal to proceed.177 However, there appears to be a gradual movement in 

international arbitration towards accepting the permission of truncated tribunals to 

proceed, 178 that is if the proceedings have not recently commenced. 179  Although several 

institutional rules expressly permit truncated tribunals to proceed and render an award, the 

situations and circumstances for when this is permitted are not clearly defined and must be 

assessed on a case by case basis. In this assessment, guidance may be sought in institutional 

rules providing for a truncated tribunal under certain circumstances, even in situations where 

the parties might not have agreed to apply institutional rules. The appointing authority must 

decide at its discretion, without specific authorisation, how to deal with the non-participating 

arbitrator, and the predominant solution seems to be permitting truncated tribunals to 

proceed.180 

 

However, the remaining two arbitrators are not always the appointing authority whose decision 

it is whether to proceed as truncated. Some institutional rules bestow the power to decide in 

truncated situation on the appointing authority, and not on the tribunal itself. This is true, for 

instance, for the ICC Court, which is the authority making the final decision whether a tribunal 

 
174 Schwebel, Stephen M., Justice in international law: selected writings of Judge Stephen M. Schwebel., 

Grotius, Cambridge, 1994, p. 205. 
175 Lena Goldfields Co. Ltd v. USSR, Arbitration Award of 2 September 1930, 5 A.D. See Nussbaum, Arthur, 

Arbitration Bewteen the Lena Goldfields Ltd. and the Soviet Government, 36 Cornell L. Rev. 31 (1950). 
176 Seifi, 2000, p. 26. 
177 Seifi, 2000, p. 24. 
178 Maniruzzaman, 2012. 
179 Truncated situations occurring early in the proceedings are usually resolved by filling the vacancy, see 

Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 280. 
180 Born, 2012, p. 143. 
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may continue as truncated rather than leaving this decision to the remaining arbitrators.181 

Although, in making this decision the ICC Court shall take into account the views of the 

remaining arbitrators (and of the parties).182 The rules of the LCIA and the BCDR also state 

that the institution is the final judge of whether proceeding with a truncated tribunal is 

justified.183 The remaining arbitrators are required to give a written notice of its decision to the 

institutional authority, the parties and the non-participating arbitrator. Such a notification aims 

to give the recipients a chance to express their views on the proceedings continuing as 

truncated.184  However, even if the tribunal after considerations may find it appropriate to 

continue, the institutional court has the authority to overrule this decision.185 One might argue 

that the institutions’ involvement in these situations provides an additional layer of due process 

protection as it signifies that it shares the responsibility for any decision to proceed on a 

truncated basis. Thus, although modern institutional arbitration rules may be in favour of the 

truncated tribunal to proceed, the approach is not always straightforward as there are hurdles to 

overcome in the sense of maintaining balance in these problematic situations. 

  

 
181 The ICC Rules, Article 15(5). 
182 The ICC Rules, Article 15(5). 
183 See the LCIA Rules, Article 12.2, and the BCDR Rules, Article 15.3.   
184 Selim & Ghali, 2017, pp. 333. 
185 Selim & Ghali, 2017, pp. 333–334. 
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4 Swiss Validity and Enforceability of Awards Rendered 
by a Truncated Tribunal 

 
4.1 Introduction 
As noted in section 2.3.2, an arbitral award can be challenged, or enforcement refused. 

Although the two remaining arbitrators (or otherwise appointed authority) may regard it 

appropriate to proceed as a truncated tribunal in situations where the third arbitrator has 

withdrawn, another question is presented, namely if the remaining two arbitrators are able to 

render a valid and enforceable award. Situations may occur where a party refuses to carry out 

the award as obliged,186 or opposes the award. A process of obtaining enforcement of an arbitral 

award, or to request a nullification, requires involvement of national courts.187 

 

In this chapter, case law from Switzerland is discussed to illustrate how different legal bodies, 

within arbitration and litigation, may regard and assess truncated situations contrarily. As 

mentioned in chapter 1.3, Switzerland has a long tradition of hosting international arbitrations 

and arbitration is recognised as a preferred way for dispute resolution in Swiss legal culture. 

Hence, Switzerland is a practically important hub for international arbitration and considered 

arbitration friendly, which makes it an interesting state to draw an example from.  

 

4.2 Precedents 
There is a considerable amount of national court cases which can be used for studying the issues 

that arise with the truncated tribunal doctrine.188 However, when examining case law on the 

matter caution should be exercised as every instance in which the remaining members of a 

tribunal have continued as truncated should be seen in light of all the relevant rules and 

circumstances.189 One should also bear in mind the many cases in which non-participating 

arbitrators have routinely been replaced and thereby negating the authority of a truncated 

tribunal. Nonetheless, it is not fair to say that case law does not shed light on the issues as it 

does demonstrate examples of why and under which circumstances a tribunal may continue as 

truncated. 

 
186 See for instance the UNCITRAL Rules, Article 34(2). 
187 Blackaby et al., 2015, p. 58. 
188 Schwebel, 1994, p. 205; Seifi, 2000, p. 25. 
189 Seifi, 2000, p. 25. 
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In this chapter, a case from the national courts of Switzerland will be discussed to exemplify 

whether an award rendered by a truncated tribunal may be held valid and enforceable.190 The 

arbitral award resulting from the chosen case (Ivan Milutinovic PIM v. Deutsche Babcock AG) 

has been described by the prominent scholar Stephen M. Schwebel to contain the fullest 

analysis of the authority of a truncated tribunal known to have been made in an international 

commercial arbitral award.191 Furthermore, the case involves national courts assessing both the 

tribunal’s decision to proceed as truncated, and the validity of the award rendered by that 

tribunal, which makes the case suitable for this thesis.  

 

4.3 Ivan Milutinovic PIM v. Deutsche Babcock AG192 
4.3.1 The Arbitral Proceedings 
In the arbitral case of Ivan Milutinovic PIM v. Deutsche Babcock AG,193 which was held in 

1987 under the ICC Rules, a three-member tribunal was appointed and composed of Professor 

Eugene Bucher (chairman) and Professors Vladimir Jovanovic and Karl-Heinz Böckstiegel 

(arbitrators). The case concerned a monetary dispute between members of a construction 

consortium that had contracted to build a power station in Libya. The parties’ agreement stated 

that the place of the arbitration would be Zurich and that the ICC Rules194 and the Code of Civil 

Procedure of the Canton of Zurich would govern the procedural rules. In Switzerland, there is 

a federal procedural codification, Schweizerische Zivilprozessordnung (chZPO), although the 

cantons also have the right to introduce some supplementary procedural regulations. In 1985, 

the Canton of Zurich entered into the Concordat on Arbitration of March 27, 1969,195 through 

the Act of Accession of the Canton of Zurich to the Concordat on Arbitration of 27 March 1969 

and the Amendment of the Code of Civil Procedure,196 and the regulations primarily relevant 

in this case, Articles 31(1) and 33(2), then became part of the federal codification (chZPO), 

specifically chZPO § 254. Onwards, when referencing the Swiss procedural regulations 

relevant in this case, the federal procedural codification (chZPO) will therefore be stated. 

 
190 The reader is reminded that two other cases from national courts in France and the USA also will be briefly 

mentioned, however these cases will not be further discussed. 
191 Schwebel, 1995, p. 9. 
192 This chapter references primarily Stephen M. Schwebel’s article The Validity of an Arbitral Award Rendered 

by a Truncated Tribunal published in Asia Pacific Law Review in 1995, pp. 1-15, in which Judge Schwebel 
builds his depiction of the case from the arbitral award and texts of the judgements of Swiss courts that he 
took part of first hand. 

193 Ivan Milutinovic PIM v. Deutsche Babcock AG – the ICC Court of Arbitration in Case No. 5017 (1987). 
194 Note that the older ICC Rules of 1975, effective at that time, will be referenced in this chapter. 
195 Konkordat über die Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit vom 27. März 1969. 
196 Gesetz über den Beitritt des Kantons Zürich zum Konkordat über die Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit vom 27. März 

1969 und die Änderung der Zivilprozessordnung. 
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The arbitral parties exchanged several sets of written submissions and two oral hearings were 

held at which witnesses were examined. After ending the witness examinations, the claimant’s 

counsel called for re-examination of some witnesses and for additional witnesses to be heard in 

another oral hearing, which the defendant’s counsel opposed. The tribunal decided to reject the 

claimant’s request and did not allow additional evidence to be presented. After the chairman 

communicated this decision to the parties, one arbitrator (Professor Jovanovic) announced his 

resignation due to his disapproval of the decision made by the tribunal. Furthermore, the 

claimant’s counsel also refused to present the final pleadings and moved in the ICC Court to 

replace the two remaining arbitrators (Professors Bucher and Böckstiegel). The ICC Court 

rejected the claimant’s challenge of the remaining two arbitrators and refused to accept the 

resignation of Professor Jovanovic due to absent justification of his withdrawal. An award was 

then rendered by the remaining two arbitrators, which Professor Jovanovic chose not to 

contribute to or be part of by signature, and the award was later accepted by the ICC Court in 

accordance with its rules.197  

 

The award records that the tribunal earlier had decided that the parties were to have a last and 

final possibility to present requests for the taking of evidence and that, upon the hearing of 

agreed additional witnesses, final pleadings would be made.198  All witnesses accordingly 

proposed at that time by the claimant were admitted. However, the request for additional 

witnesses was belated and the tardiness was not excused, thus, the tribunal decided that it could 

not accept the claimant’s request presented at the end of the taking of evidence. The tribunal 

also stated that the withdrawal of Professor Jovanovic, not justified by any legitimate cause, 

was ineffective both under the chZPO and the ICC Rules and therefore the tribunal could 

continue as correctly constituted. The chZPO did not contain an explicit provision with respect 

to the arisen situation. However, chZPO § 254 made it clear that a decision by a majority of the 

arbitrators was valid and that a non-participating arbitrator refusing to sign an award could not 

question that validity.199 Therefore, the tribunal argued that the same principle of validity 

should apply when an absent arbitrator not only refuses to sign an award, but also refuses to 

participate in the arbitral proceedings. The tribunal also commented on the fact that chZPO § 

254 contained wording that the finding of an award must be performed with the participation 

 
197 Schwebel, 1995, p. 6. 
198 Ivan Milutinovic PIM v. Deutsche Babcock AG, ICC No 5017, Partial Award of 8 November 1987; Schwebel, 

1995, p. 6–9. 
199 Art. 33.2, Gesetz über den Beitritt des Kantons Zürich zum Konkordat über die Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit vom 

27. März 1969 und die Änderung der Zivilprozessordnung, which came to correspond to § 254 of the chZPO. 
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of all arbitrators.200  Although, it was argued that this rule created multiple issues and no 

suggested solutions (for instance how to deal with an arbitrator who withdraws without 

legitimate cause), which the tribunal argued would justify the positive obligations decoded from 

chZPO § 254.201  

 

Further, the award states that the tribunal recognises that the non-participating arbitrator 

Professor Jovanovic could have been removed under both the chZPO § 254 and the ICC Rules 

(Article 2.8). However, both parties refrained from presenting a request for his removal and the 

other members of the tribunal found they had no duty to present such a request ex officio. Also, 

as the claimant’s request for removal only concerned the remaining two arbitrators, this was 

argued to prove his willingness to accept the given situation. The tribunal did also underline 

that the possibilities to proceed as truncated should be strictly limited. Taking of evidence or 

accepting oral pleadings in the absence of an arbitrator was described to be, except perhaps in 

exceptional circumstances, generally inadmissible. However, in this case Professor Jovanovic 

declared his resignation after the conclusion of the taking of evidence, and the final pleadings 

were presented in writing. Hence, Professor Jovanovic was not absent in any of the tribunal’s 

activities requiring his presence.202  

 

In conclusion, the tribunal’s assessment was that it would be contrary to the requirements of 

orderly and correct arbitration to present a request for the removal of Professor Jovanovic and 

to re-start the proceedings with the eventual successor, providing to an arbitrator (or a party 

influencing him) the means to sabotage the correct completion of an arbitral process. A 

possibility as such was argued to neglect the demands of resolving disputes with international 

commercial disputes and question the credibility of the arbitration both as offered by the ICC 

and as performed in Switzerland. As delaying tactics were stated to be of serious concern in 

international arbitration, the tribunal voiced that the elimination of such tactics is a primary task 

of all involved.203  

 

 
200 Art. 31(1), Gesetz über den Beitritt des Kantons Zürich zum Konkordat über die Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit vom 

27. März 1969 und die Änderung der Zivilprozessordnung, which came to correspond to § 254 of the chZPO. 
201 Schwebel, 1995, p. 7. 
202 Schwebel, 1995, p. 8. 
203 Schwebel, 1995, p. 9. 
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4.3.2 The Court Proceedings 
Before the award was rendered by the arbitral tribunal in the Milutinovic case, the plaintiff 

(Milutinovic) brought an action in the Administrative Commission of the Supreme Court of the 

Canton of Zurich (the Administrative Commission) 204  requesting to accept Professor 

Jovanovic’s withdrawal as lawful and maintaining that the continuation of proceedings by two 

arbitrators gave rise to presumption of prejudice on their part. The Administrative Commission 

rejected the challenge holding that continuation of the arbitral proceedings by the remaining 

two arbitrators in the unusual situation that had arisen was justifiable and did not warrant a 

presumption of bias.205  

 

On appeal to the Court of Cassation of the Canton of Zurich (the Court of Cassation), the 

foregoing judgement was reversed.206 It was held that under the chZPO, no party in arbitration 

could be accorded a preferential position, thus, equality of the parties was the essential and 

imperative principle. Accordingly, it was absolutely prohibited for a tripartite arbitral tribunal, 

in the person of its chairman and one member, to deliberate and make a decision that ought to 

have been made collegially. The Court of Cassation stated that the violation of the principle of 

non-discrimination between the parties by giving one party special treatment was not only 

unlawful, it seriously compromised confidence in the tribunal and created a presumption of 

partiality. Hence, the decision was annulled, and the case was sent back to the Administrative 

Commission. The Administrative Commission then required the resignation of the two 

remaining arbitrators (Professors Bucher and Böckstiegel), yet subsequently, the Court of 

Cassation declined to consider annulment of that decision on the grounds that the application 

to annul was not filed within the correct time frame.207 On appeal to the Swiss Federal Supreme 

Court (the Supreme Court) it was held that the criticised actions of Professors Bucher and 

Böckstiegel were insufficient in themselves to create an appearance of bias. Therefore, the 

Administrative Commission’s judgement to separate Professors Bucher and Böckstiegel from 

their positions as arbitrators in the case was vacated,208 and later the challenge was definitely 

dismissed.  

 
 

204 The Administrative Commission is the strategic governing body of the Supreme Court responsible for the 
entire administration of justice and case law in judicial administrative matters. Information available at 
[https://www.gerichte-zh.ch/organisation/obergericht/verwaltungskommission.html] 2019-11-19. 

205 Obergerichts des Kantons Zürich, Verwaltungskommission, Beschluss 2 juni 1987, Verw.-Komm. Nr. 
431/87; Schwebel, 1995, p. 10. 

206 Das Kassationsgericht des Kantons Zürich, 10 February 1988, Kass-Nr. 219/88; Schwebel, 1995, p. 10. 
207 Das Kassationsgericht des Kantons Zürich, 9 Dezember 1988, Kass-Nr. 207/88; Schwebel, 1995, p. 10. 
208 Urteil des Schweizerischen Bundesgerichts, 20 Dezember 1989, 4P. 110/1988/bm; Schwebel, 1995, p. 10. 
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However, the plaintiff (Milutinovic) also submitted a request for nullification of the award, 

arguing that it violated the chZPO as well as Article 6 of the ECHR. Milutinovic argued that 

irrespective of whether Professor Jovanovic had legitimate reasons justifying his withdrawal, a 

properly constituted tribunal no longer existed after that withdrawal. The Court of Appeal of 

the Cantons of Zurich (the Court of Appeal) found Milutinovic’s argumentation 

unsubstantiated. It was argued by the Court of Appeal that Professor Jovanovic had justified 

his resignation solely on the fact that the other two arbitrators had declined to admit further 

evidence, which clearly did not provide a valid reason for withdrawal. Further, it was 

uncontested that Professor Jovanovic had failed to participate in deliberations with the tribunal, 

to which he was invited, and that he had received a draft of the award but refused to sign. Hence, 

Professor Jovanovic was not deprived of the opportunity to participate in the arbitration. The 

tribunal could therefore be treated as properly composed under the circumstances as there was 

no transgression of Swiss law or the ECHR.209 Also, since Milutinovic chose not to request a 

removal of the non-participating arbitrator, the Court of Appeal found no grounds for 

maintaining that the principle of the equality of the parties had been impinged upon by the 

remaining arbitrators rendering an award, as Milutinovic himself was responsible for any lack 

of opportunity to participate.210 

 

Lastly, after numerous conflicting judgements from different legal bodies, the Supreme Court 

set aside the foregoing judgment of the Court of Appeal and upheld the nullification of the 

arbitral award.211 The Supreme Court stated that the guarantees of Swiss law212 and the ECHR 

apply to arbitral proceedings, and in this case in particular the right to a properly composed 

tribunal. Under chZPO § 254 governing the dispute, an award had to be made with the 

participation of all arbitrators. This provision was described by the Supreme Court to be a 

 
209 As to Article 6 of the ECHR, parties to arbitration may waive certain procedural fundamental rights in 

compliance with the role of autonomy that largely governs the arbitration either in providing the procedural 
rules or in requiring the arbitration to abide by institutional rules selected by the parties. However, if the 
parties were to waive certain fundamental procedural rights, the subsequent award would nonetheless benefit 
from the “protection” of ECHR. It is not clear whether giving the absent arbitrator the opportunity to 
participate is considered enough to uphold the standards of a fair trial according to Article 6, although in the 
research for this thesis, no sources were found to support that it would not be considered enough. For a 
general discussion on the relationship between ECHR and arbitration, see Leandro, Antonio, Arbitration, 
Multi-tier Waiver of the Access to Courts and the European Convention on Human Rights: Some Remarks 
on the Tabbane Decision, pp. 321–327, in Virzo, Roberto et al., Dialoghi con Ugo Villani, Cacucci Editore, 
Bari, 2017. 

210 Cour d’Appel du Canton de Zurich, Arrêt rendu le 4 juillet 1990, ZN87439U/IIIeme Chambre Civile; 
Schwebel, 1995, p. 11. 

211 Urteil der I. Zivilabteilung vom 30. April 1991 i.S. Gesellschaft X. c. Y. AG, BGE 117 Ia 166. 
212 Both under the chZPO and the Federal Constitution of the Swiss Confederation. 
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fundamental principle of procedure that could not be disregarded by maintaining that the absent 

arbitrator was given the opportunity to participate, which the lower instances had argued. Also, 

the Supreme Court invoked Article 58 of the Federal Constitution of the Swiss Confederation, 

which stated that no one may be deprived of his constitutional judge,213 presumably because 

Professor Jovanovic’s withdrawal deprived Milutinovic of its constitutional judge.214  

 

Furthermore, the Supreme Court stated that the non-participating arbitrator in this situation did 

not simply withdraw with an intent to delay the proceedings, thus, it was not to be compared 

with a situation where an arbitrator simply refuses to sign an award as such a situation would 

have been considered differently. The Supreme Court went on to discuss who should decide 

whether a withdrawal is legitimate, if an arbitrator may withdraw only for cause, and stated that 

the only proper solution appears to be referral to the competence of a regular judge, since it was 

out of the question to let the remaining two arbitrators decide on that. The tribunal would then 

be properly composed, in accordance with the judge’s decision, either when the non-

participating arbitrator reconsiders the withdrawal or has been replaced.  

 

Nonetheless, it was maintained that an unjustified withdrawal from an arbitrator does not simply 

lead to continuation of the arbitral proceedings, unless the arbitration agreement so provides, 

as it was considered inconsistent with the fundamental right of the parties to a proper 

composition of the tribunal and in violation of both Swiss law and Article 6 of the ECHR. The 

award rendered by the truncated tribunal was therefore nullified and a new tribunal was 

established, under ICC support, to resolve the dispute. 

 

4.4 Concluding Remarks on Chapter 
While there is a large amount of precedent on the matter of truncated tribunals, and much 

discussion of this issue in the writings of scholars, it does not all cut one way as the cases and 

comments are divided.215 The weight of international authority supports the authority of an 

arbitral tribunal from which an arbitrator has withdrawn to proceed and render a valid award.216 

However, the predominant response of tribunals to recognise an obligation of the remaining 

 
213 Blaustein, A.P. & Flanz, G.H. (red.) (1971-), Switzerland in Constitutions of the countries of the world: a 

series of updated texts, constitutional chronologies and annotated bibliographies, (Permanent ed.) New 
York: Oceana. 

214 Schwebel, 1995, p. 13. 
215 Schwebel, 1994, p. 205. 
216 Schwebel, 1995, p. 2. 
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two arbitrators to proceed seems to be more of an arbitral view of the problem than a consensus 

view of national courts asked to assess the awards of such tribunals when they are subject to 

judicial confirmation.217 In the Milutinovic case, this discrepancy is apparent not only when 

observing the reasoning of the tribunal in comparison to that of national courts, but also when 

observing the reasoning among different legal bodies in Switzerland.  

 

By way of example, the Court of Appeal argues that the tribunal could proceed as truncated 

since Professor Jovanovic was not deprived of the opportunity to participate in the arbitration 

as he was invited to join in deliberations and had received a draft of the award. Similar 

argumentation is found in the legal doctrine where, for instance, Professor Emmanuel Gaillard 

expresses that it must be recognized that just as the principle of due process requires the parties 

be given the opportunity to present their case, the principle of collegiality has been satisfied 

once all arbitrators have been given the opportunity to participate in each stage of the 

proceedings. 218  Thus, an arbitrator who without valid excuse declares himself unable to 

participate in the proceedings should not be permitted to delay the arbitration indefinitely. The 

argumentation of the Court of Appeal and Professor Gaillard does not only support the 

fundamental value of due process but also the fundamental value of efficiency in arbitration as 

they state that an arbitrator should not be permitted to delay the arbitration indefinitely through 

foul-play. Similarly, the tribunal’s reasoning that it would be contrary to the requirements of 

orderly and correct arbitration to not proceed as truncated could also be argued to relate to the 

value of efficiency. As delaying tactics were stated to be of serious concern in international 

arbitration, which clearly cannot co-exist with the value of efficiency, the tribunal voiced that 

the elimination of such tactics is a primary task.  

 

However, the Supreme Court had a different opinion and noted that the provision stating that 

an award had to be made with the participation of all arbitrators was an essential principle of 

procedure that could not be disregarded by maintaining that the absent arbitrator was given the 

opportunity to participate. Hence, the Supreme Court upheld the fundamental value of due 

process to be of greater importance. It was also argued that an unjustified withdrawal from an 

arbitrator should not lead to continuation of the arbitral proceedings, unless the arbitration 

 
217 Born, Gary B., International commercial arbitration, Kluwer, Alphen aan den Rijn, 2009, Vol.1, pp. 1590–

1592. 
218 Gaillard, Emmanuel in International Council for Commercial Arbitration (ICCA) Congress series no. 5, 

Preventing delay and disruption of arbitration: [working group 1]; Effective proceedings in construction 
cases: [working group 2], Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1991, p. 248.  
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agreement so provides, as it was considered inconsistent with the fundamental right of the 

parties to a proper composition of the tribunal. Here the Supreme Court raises the fundamental 

value of party autonomy by stating that the parties could have decided themselves how to handle 

the occurred situation by expressing their will in the arbitration agreement. It could also be 

argued that the Supreme Court addressed the value of party autonomy by stating that a two-

member tribunal is not a proper composition, since the will of the parties was to have a three-

member tribunal resolve the dispute. The party that appointed the absent arbitrator might 

therefore complain over unequal treatment insofar as “his” arbitrator had not been present. 

Professor Gaillard’s response to such a proposedly unequal treatment of the parties is that if an 

arbitrator is independent, which in most legal systems he is required to be, the party does not 

suffer from his absence. 219  Conversely, Professor Gaillard argues that the absence of an 

arbitrator lacking independence and impartiality should be desirable. Although, as another 

scholar on the matter states, perfection in arbitration is not readily obtainable and therefore 

backup alternatives must exist to deal with non-independent arbitrators who endeavour to 

obstruct or delay the arbitral proceedings.220 

 

The conclusion drawn from the Milutinovic case is consistent with that of international arbitral 

authority, which supports truncated tribunals to proceed and render a valid and enforceable 

award.221 However, it seems that national courts do not as unanimously support this view. In a 

wave of national court cases (e.g. Swiss,222 French,223 and American224 cases), the validity or 

enforcement of awards from truncated tribunals has been declined irrespective of whether a 

non-participating or defaulting arbitrator was acting with the purpose of sabotaging the 

proceedings, or if the situation was caused by the death of an arbitrator or by the formal 

resignation of an arbitrator, or if the participation in the arbitral proceedings was disabled by 

other exterior factors.225 The ground for nullifying or refusing enforcement of the awards was 

commonly found to be that an award rendered by only two arbitrators was not in accordance 

with the agreement of the parties on a tripartite tribunal, or contrary to the principles of equality 

 
219 Gaillard in ICCA Congress series no. 5, 1991, p. 249. 
220 Bond, Stephen in ICCA Congress series no. 5, 1991, p. 262. 
221 Schwebel, 1995, p. 2. 
222 Urteil der I. Zivilabteilung vom 30. April 1991 i.S. Gesellschaft X. c. Y. AG, BGE 117 Ia 166. 
223 Agence Transcongolaise des Communications – Chemin de Fer Congo Océan (ATC-CFCO) v. Compagnie 

Minière de l’Ogooue Comilog SA, Cour d’Appel, Paris, 1 July 1997. 
224 First Investment Corp. of the Marshall Islands v. Fujian Mawei Shipbuilding, Ltd., 703 F.3d 742, United 

States Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, 21 December 2012, as revised 17 January 2013. 
225 Maniruzzaman, 2012; Selim & Ghali, 2017, p. 331–332. 
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of treatment and equal representation on the arbitral tribunal. 226  As a result from this 

discrepancy between arbitral tribunals and national courts, the arbitral system of dispute 

resolving becomes non-transparent and unreliable as parties cannot rely on the fact that an 

award rendered by a truncated tribunal will be held valid and enforceable. Tribunals should 

therefore act with prudence given that national courts in many countries have displayed 

scepticism over awards rendered by truncated tribunals. Where truncated tribunals are 

permitted by the applicable institutional arbitration rules, it could be argued that parties may be 

somewhat reassured that national courts in countries supportive of arbitration are unlikely to 

set aside or refuse to enforce an award rendered by such tribunals. 227  However, as the 

Milutinovic case exemplifies, pro-arbitration countries’ national courts may not always agree 

with what is generally accepted in the world of arbitration. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
226 Maniruzzaman, 2012. 
227 Selim & Ghali, 2017, pp. 332–333; Gaillard, Veeder and Franke in ICCA Congress series no. 5, 1991, pp. 

249–250 and 267. 
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5 Analysis and Discussion 
 
5.1 Stop or Continue? 
5.1.1 Tribunal’s Perspective 
As mentioned in chapter 3.1.1, when observing the institutional rules that permit truncated 

tribunals to proceed one will find different balancing factors that a tribunal should regard. When 

summarised, the common factors that should be regarded in the assessment of whether to 

proceed are (i) the stage of the arbitration, (ii) the explanation given by the non-participating 

arbitrator, (iii) the possible effect on the recognition and enforcement of the award rendered by 

the remaining arbitrators, and (iv) such other matters considered appropriate in the 

circumstances of the case. While it is difficult to rate the importance of these factors and 

organise them hierarchically, some of them seem to have been given certain significance. The 

factor of juncture is undeniably of great importance as all parties to an arbitration probably 

would agree that if an arbitrator decides to withdraw at the very beginning of the arbitral 

proceedings, the situation would be solved best by simply replacing him or her. Even most 

commentators on the matter agree to this as the truncated tribunal doctrine should be applied 

with care. However, if the proceedings have moved further and the tribunal is at the deliberation 

stage when an arbitrator withdraws, there is no longer a simple solution to the problem as a 

replacement process will inevitably cause delay and add costs for the parties, which damages 

the fundamental value of efficiency in arbitration. By supporting the possibility for a truncated 

tribunal to proceed, the value of efficiency is therefore upheld.  

 

The factor regarding the explanation given by the non-participating arbitrator is also something 

that tribunals often underline as being of certain importance. As mentioned, the prevailing 

opinion seems to be that if an arbitrator chooses to withdraw without legitimate cause, this may 

constitute an abuse of process. It is not rare that the problem of truncated tribunals arises when 

the withdrawal of an arbitrator purports to block the issuance of a valid award, and the party 

which appointed that arbitrator either is the source of the withdrawal or adopts it.228 Once the 

parties have entered into an agreement to arbitrate, which they implement by establishment of 

an arbitral tribunal intended to hear and resolve a particular dispute, and that tribunal receives 

pleadings and hears part or all of a case which the parties present at considerable cost to 

themselves, one party cannot lawfully render all this nugatory by the expedient of withdrawing 

 
228 Schwebel, 1994, p. 205. 
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its arbitrator.229 Removing and replacing an arbitrator that withdraws by instructions from a 

party may therefore do nothing to solve the real issue, as the new arbitrator simply may repeat 

the same corrupt behaviour as its predecessor. To tackle uncooperative behaviour in 

international arbitration, which has been stated to be a primary task, a truncated tribunal may 

therefore choose to proceed, and by doing so it maintains the arbitral reputation and 

fundamental value of efficiency.  

 

The risks that may follow from a decision by a tribunal to continue as truncated are connected 

to the other two fundamental values mentioned in this thesis; due process and party autonomy. 

A tribunal deciding to continue as truncated, though the parties’ arbitration agreement does not 

provide it to do so, may go against the parties will to have a properly composed, party appointed, 

tripartite tribunal resolve the dispute. Hence, a truncated tribunal deciding to continue may 

contradict the value of party autonomy. Also, as mentioned in chapter 3.1.5, the parties’ 

opinions on whether the tribunal should stop or continue are only described to be a factor to be 

considered as it is up to the appointing authority to make the final decision, which limits the 

party autonomy. Although, in truncated situations it is probably rare to have the parties agree 

on whether the tribunal should continue without one party appointed arbitrator who has most 

likely withdrawn following its appointee’s instructions. On the same note, a decision to 

continue as truncated may also go against the value of due process as the tribunal risks not 

maintaining the parties’ will and intention of having a party appointed tripartite tribunal resolve 

the dispute.  

 

5.1.2 National Court’s perspective 
The predominant response of tribunals to recognise an obligation of the remaining two 

arbitrators to proceed is more of an arbitral view of the problem than a consensus view of 

national courts. As mentioned in chapter 4.1.3, it seems that national courts do not as 

unanimously support the truncated tribunal doctrine, as the validity or enforcement of awards 

from truncated tribunals has been declined in cases from courts worldwide. It is also noteworthy 

that some of these cases have been resolved by courts in countries that would normally be 

described as being pro-arbitration, such as Switzerland and France. The ground for nullifying 

or refusing enforcement of the awards was commonly found to be that an award rendered by 
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only two arbitrators was not in accordance with the agreement of the parties, or contrary to the 

principles of due process.  

 

By way of example, the Supreme Court that finally decided on the nullification of the award 

rendered in the Milutinovic case noted that the relevant rule in that case, stating that an award 

had to be made with the participation of all arbitrators, was an essential principle of procedure 

that could not be disregarded. It was also stated that continuation of the arbitral proceedings 

under the relevant circumstances was inconsistent with the fundamental right of the parties to 

a proper composition of the tribunal. Hence, the Supreme Court upheld the fundamental value 

of due process. The value of party autonomy did also play a part in the Milutinovic case as the 

Supreme Court mentions that the continuation of the truncated tribunal was against the parties 

will of having three arbitrators resolve the dispute. This reasoning is also supported in legal 

doctrine where it is held that arbitration is based on the agreement of the parties, and if the 

parties opted for a tripartite tribunal, one should not, through interpretation of broad general 

principles stated in arbitral rules, arrive at the permissibility of a two-member tribunal, save as 

more expressly provided for in those rules.230  

 

By declining arbitral awards rendered by truncated tribunals, courts may risk not actually 

dealing with the real issue of truncated tribunals, which commonly derives from uncooperative 

behaviour. In general, if truncated tribunals may not continue the proceedings with only two 

arbitrators, the only other solution is to remove and replace the arbitrator who fails to 

participate. 231  To remove and replace a non-participating arbitrator is, apart from time-

consuming, not a very efficient method for a truncated situation if the applicable rules permit 

the party to appoint another recalcitrant arbitrator. However, most rules provide that a new 

arbitrator shall be appointed under the same procedure that was applicable for the initial 

appointment process.232 Even if the arbitrator is removed, under many systems the party hostile 

to the arbitration is allowed to appoint the replacing arbitrator. Unfortunately, there is nothing 

preventing that party from appointing another noncompliant arbitrator who could also attempt 

to disrupt the proceedings.233 

 

 
230 Szász in ICCA Congress series no. 5, 1991, pp. 257–258. 
231 Franke, Ulf, in ICCA Congress series no. 5, 1991, p. 267. 
232 Franke in ICCA Congress series no. 5, 1991, p. 267. 
233 Gaillard in ICCA Congress series no. 5, 1991, p. 248. 
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5.1.2.1 Why Different Views? 
One may wonder why it is that arbitral tribunals and national courts seem to have different 

views on the authority of the truncated tribunal doctrine. It is indeed problematic to generalise 

too much as each case is assessed on its individual circumstances. However, it appears as 

though the different legal bodies of arbitration and litigation balance the three fundamental 

values of efficiency, party autonomy and due process differently, and therefore reach 

contrasting conclusions. In situations where tribunals have found it appropriate to proceed as 

truncated, the rationale often relates to considerations of efficiency of the process, 

accomplishment of the mission of dispute resolution and resistance of uncooperative behaviour 

in arbitration. Although, when an award rendered by a truncated tribunal goes before a national 

court, the rationale relates to the parties’ right to have the dispute resolved by a properly 

composed tripartite tribunal.234  

 

However, the explanation may not always be as easy as to state that arbitral tribunals and 

national courts prioritise differently. The explanation may lie in the fact that arbitral tribunals 

and national courts have different views of what the three fundamental values mentioned in this 

thesis entail, which is not unexpected since they are rather vague and could have different 

meanings when discussed on a national level. For instance, it seems that different legal bodies 

interpret circumstances differently to maintain the value of due process.235 As mentioned, some 

would agree with the prominent commentator Professor Gaillard who argues that it must be 

recognized that just as the principle of due process requires the parties be given the opportunity 

to present their case, the principle of collegiality has been satisfied once all arbitrators have 

been given the opportunity to participate in each stage of the proceedings.236 Meanwhile, in the 

Milutinovic case, the Supreme Court argued that the fundamental value of due process could 

not be fulfilled by maintaining that the absent arbitrator was given the opportunity to participate, 

which the lower instances had argued. Hence, it may not be that the different legal bodies rank 

fundamental values differently, it may instead be that they have different views on what the 

value of, for instance, due process actually means and how it is honoured.  

 

On another note, it may very well be true that arbitral tribunals and national courts do balance 

fundamental values differently. Perhaps it should not even be surprising that contrasting 

 
234 Maniruzzaman, 2012.	
235 See discussion on the concept of due process in chapter 2.2.2. 
236 Gaillard in ICCA Congress series no. 5, 1991, p. 248. 
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assessments occur since tribunals and courts often follow different rules. As mentioned in 

chapter 3.1.1, there are several institutional arbitration rules expressly stating that a tribunal 

may proceed as truncated and render an award. These institutional rules that provide authority 

for truncated tribunals, together with the fundamental value of efficiency in arbitration, pushes 

tribunals to continue in a manner that has no equivalent in litigation. In relation to the former 

discussion regarding how the value of due process may be honoured, it could be argued that 

several institutional arbitration rules,237 by interpretation of less explicit provisions, provide 

that if an arbitrator refuses to participate in the making of the award, having been given the 

opportunity to do so, the remaining arbitrators shall proceed in his absence. 238  This 

interpretation is upheld in case law, which the Milutinovic case exemplifies. Hence, if the 

parties to an arbitration agreement have chosen that institutional rules containing such 

provisions, for instance the ICC Rules, will govern the arbitration, it could be argued to follow 

that they have agreed to authorise a truncated tribunal to render a valid award. However, 

national courts may not agree with the dominant interpretation of arbitral tribunals and legal 

scholars on the matter as there is no international convention or global agreeance saying they 

must. One could only speculate as to why national courts would not voluntarily choose to 

respect and uphold institutional arbitration rules, perhaps courts do not find such rules to be as 

significant as national legislation or fundamental legal principles.  

 

5.2 Avoiding Problems 
5.2.1 The Parties’ Perspective 
Initially, as issues arising from truncated situations commonly are linked to uncooperative 

behaviour and malicious acts initiated by one party, the obligations connected to the process of 

arbitration should be prompted. By reference to the International Court of Justice’s statements, 

parties to a treaty provision for arbitration are under an obligation to participate in constituting 

the tribunal, hence, it follows that such a party breaches an allied international obligation by 

withdrawing its arbitrator from the tribunal to which it was bound to appoint him or her.239 

Also, both the law of the treaties and the principles of contract law require that treaties and 

contracts should be interpreted in good faith and effectively.240 Hence, a party’s failure to 

cooperate, or any obstructive attempt by a party, is a breach of obligation. However, should the 

 
237 Including the UNCITRAL Rules, the ICC Rules and the ICISID Rules. 
238 Schwebel 1995, p. 16; Szász, Iván et al., in ICCA Congress series no. 5, 1991, pp. 256–257, 264, 282, 285. 
239 Schwebel, 1994, p. 206. 
240 See Article 31(1) of the Vienna Convention. 
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breach of an obligation of that nature be remedied by constituting a truncated tribunal and 

authorising such a body to proceed in the absence of a party-appointed arbitrator? As legal 

scholars on the matter have conflicting opinions regarding this question, there is no straight 

answer. Parties using arbitrators as pawns in a board game to frustrate arbitral proceedings must 

certainly be prevented, the question is how. 

 

The parties’ predominant role in the selection of the arbitrators, and in the development of 

procedural mechanisms and substantive standards governing the constitution of arbitral 

tribunals, is one of the distinguishing characteristics of contemporary international 

arbitration.241 Hence, the fundamental value of party autonomy in arbitration is strong. As 

discussed in chapter 3.1.5, objections by one or all parties to the tribunal continuing as 

truncated, or alternatively their acceptance of the situation, is a factor to take into account for 

the appointing authority deciding on the truncated situation. Although, the parties’ views are 

only described to be one factor out of many to be considered and left without significant 

importance. The parties may therefore have strong opinions about the truncated situation and 

voice them, yet the will of the parties may not by itself be enough to sway the appointed 

authority’s decision. This may be a merely theoretical issue as in practice it would surely be 

common for the parties to have different views on whether the tribunal may continue as 

truncated.  

 

From a more practical stance, it seems that both arbitral tribunals, national courts and legal 

scholars have agreed on one simple requirement that lies in the hands of the parties, which (if 

fulfilled) can solve the question of whether truncated tribunals should stop or continue. If the 

arbitration agreement in question expressly provides that in the event of withdrawal of an 

arbitrator the remaining members of the tribunal shall have the power to render an award, this 

should be respected by appointed authorities in arbitration and national courts. 242  With 

reference to the Supreme Court’s statements in the Milutinovic case, an unjustified withdrawal 

from an arbitrator should not lead to continuation of the arbitral proceedings, unless the 

arbitration agreement so provides. Also, as mentioned in chapter 3.1.5, it was obvious that the 

Lena Goldfields Ltd v. USSR arbitration court was able to act by two of its members on the 

basis of explicit provisions in the agreement of the parties.243 Some commentators take it one 
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step further and addresses that a provision in the applicable arbitration rules permitting a 

truncated tribunal to continue the proceedings and render an award should also be respected by 

national courts because of the paramount respect given to party autonomy.244 However, from a 

party’s perspective, the soundest way to avoid issues connected to the truncated tribunal 

doctrine seems to be to expressly state in the arbitration agreement that in the event of 

withdrawal of an arbitrator the remaining members of the tribunal shall, or shall not, have the 

power to render an award, rather than having it be up for interpretation of the applicable rules. 

 

5.2.2 The Tribunal’s Perspective 
A tribunal facing the problematic situation where one arbitrator chooses not to participate in 

the proceedings will have to decide on how to move forward by guidance of the parties’ 

arbitration agreement, the lex arbitri, and (if applicable) the institutional rules chosen by the 

parties. There are generally only two ways to deal with a truncated situation, either the non-

participating arbitrator is removed and replaced, or the two remaining arbitrators continue with 

the proceedings and render an award. Arbitral rules often provide for removal of an arbitrator 

who fails to perform his duties and for the appointment of a substitute,245 however, the question 

that arises is who initiates the procedure? As mentioned in chapter 4.2.1, both parties in the 

Milutinovic case refrained from presenting a request for the non-participating arbitrator’s 

removal and the two remaining arbitrators of the tribunal found they had no duty to present 

such a request ex officio. Many arbitral rules state that it is the parties who should initiate the 

replacement procedure,246 it may therefore not be for the remaining arbitrators to decide ex 

officio to replace an arbitrator, which seems to leave them with only one option: to proceed as 

truncated.247  

 

If the tribunal, or the appointed authority, decides that proceeding as truncated is the best 

solution for the situation, it might be useful to follow some general guidelines. For an example, 

if the truncated situation arises early on in the proceedings,248 replacement is expected unless 

the parties have provided otherwise in their agreement. As previously discussed, initiating the 

replacement process often lies with the parties and if they do not act, the tribunal may find its 

hands are tied. However, it is likely that most parties will agree that replacement is the best 

 
244 See for instance Gaillard and Franke in ICCA Congress series no. 5, 1991, pp. 249 and 267. 
245 Szász in ICCA Congress series no. 5, 1991, pp. 254–255. 
246 See for instance the ICC Rules, Article 14. 
247 Szász in ICCA Congress series no. 5, 1991, p. 255. 
248248248 Which according to the ICC Rules means before the closing of the proceedings, see Article 15(5). 
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option where an arbitrator withdraws at an early stage of the proceedings, especially if the 

tribunal communicates the risks of proceeding to the parties since continuing as truncated 

should be avoided if possible. Another advice for tribunals continuing as truncated, if the 

truncated situation arises at an advanced stage, is that the non-participating arbitrator should be 

kept informed of the developments and the tribunal’s deliberations, and his feedback on them 

should be sought. In doing this the tribunal will (hopefully) be considered fully constituted and 

the non-participating arbitrator will be deemed to have had the opportunity to act as a member 

of the tribunal.249 However, as exemplified in the Milutinovic case, giving the absent arbitrator 

the opportunity to participate may not be considered enough as national courts may still find 

that there has been a violation of the fundamental value of due process. 

 

5.3 Improving the Situation 
5.3.1 General 
The quest of the truncated tribunal doctrine is to overcome the problem of unjustified 

withdrawals by arbitrators.250 However, is the legality of truncated tribunals an allowable 

remedy or should we look for alternatives instead? The arguments for and against the legality 

of truncated tribunals may be argued to be equally sound and the preference for one view over 

the other may ultimately depend on the conception of arbitration applied, i.e. which 

fundamental arbitral value to give priority to.251  

 

5.3.2 The Institutions’ Perspective 
It may be argued that the most important aspect of truncated situations in arbitration is to uphold 

a valid award. Arbitration is a judicial process and its object and purpose is a valid award, and 

to uphold validity, the values of due process and party autonomy must be regarded primarily. 

However, avoiding problems connected to truncated situations and achieving efficient solutions 

is also desirable, so what can be done to improve the situation? In an attempt to answer that 

question, the situations in which truncated problems may occur should initially be discussed.  

 

Generally, it seems that the most commonly occurring truncated situations can be categorised 

into three different groups of problems. The first group concerns arbitrators withdrawing due 

to illness or passing away. The second group of problems, which commentators frequently 

 
249 Maniruzzaman, 2012. 
250 Seifi, 2000, p. 5.  
251 Seifi, 2000, pp. 3 and 5. 
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mention to be common,252 concerns arbitrators who are little more than advocates for their 

appointing party’s position. In these situations, the arbitrators may be regarded as 

representatives of the party that appointed him or her and orchestrated by that party’s 

instructions. The third group concerns arbitrators withdrawing due to uncertainty of payment, 

as exemplified in the case of Malecki v Long253. In the Malecki case, one arbitrator withdrew 

from the proceedings as he feared that he would not be paid for his services.254  

 

Initially, as to the first group of arbitrators withdrawing because he or she dies or is prevented 

de jure or de facto from fulfilling its functions, there seems to be consensus that this situation 

shall lead to reconstitution by a replacement process.255 As to the second group of arbitrators, 

who tend to follow the instructions given by the appointing party, this may be counteracted by 

having the arbitral parties choose arbitrators from specific lists provided by arbitration 

institutions. With the help of institutions, such lists of arbitrators may ensure the independence 

and impartiality of arbitrators, as those not acting accordingly could be taken off the lists. As 

mentioned in chapter 2.3.2, similar lists of arbitrators already exist, 256  hence, the idea of 

creating lists ensuring arbitrators’ independence and impartiality is not unimaginable. However, 

having institutions provide lists to help ensure arbitrators’ independence and impartiality is a 

preventive solution and does not give guidance in an already occurring truncated situation.  

 

As to the third group of arbitrators who withdraw due to monetary reasons, by way of example 

in the Malecki case, a sum of money could be deposited to the arbitration institution in advance 

to safeguard arbitrators’ payment. Arbitration institutions already make all the important non-

judicial decisions as they affect the arbitration reference but does not itself decide the dispute 

between the parties. 257  To exemplify, arbitration institutions prima facie determine the 

existence of the arbitration agreement, appoint arbitrators, and determine the fees payable to 

 
252 See for instance Seifi, 2000, p. 9. 
253 Louis, Philippe and Rachel Malecki v Adena Inc. and David, Donna and Carolyn Long, Cour d’Appel, Paris, 

21 April 2005; Bensaude, Denis, Malecki v Long: Truncated Tribunals and Waivers of Dutco Rights, 
Journal of International Arbitration, Volume 23(1), 2006, pp. 81–94.  

254 Under the Commercial Rules of Arbitration of the AAA in force as from 1 January 1999, which were 
applicable in the dispute, party-appointed arbitrators agreed on separate fee arrangements with the party who 
appointed them. The withdrawing arbitrator, Mr. De Vito, feared he would not be paid following the 
Malecki’s (the party who appointed Mr. De Vito) dismissal of their counsel. For further discussion, see 
Bensaude, 2006, pp. 82–86. 

255 See for instance the ICC Rules, Article 15(1) and (2). 
256 See for instance the ICC list of arbitrators registered as of 1 January 2016, available at 

[https://iccwbo.org/dispute-resolution-services/arbitration/icc-arbitral-tribunals/] 2019-10-29. 
257 Onyema, Emilia, International commercial arbitration and the arbitrator's contract [electronic resource], 

2010, p. 72. 
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arbitrators.258 The fees charged by the institution include the fees paid to the arbitrators and for 

its own services.259 In the vast majority of cases, the arbitrators’ remuneration will be agreed in 

advance between the parties and the arbitrators,260 and in practice it is common for the parties 

to make deposits in advance from which the arbitrators withdraw funds and refunds whatever 

sums are left upon completion or termination of the mandate.261 With the help of institutions, 

truncated situations arising from arbitrators withdrawing due to fear of not being paid could 

therefore be eliminated by using the institutions’ systems of having the parties make deposits 

in advance.  

 

In summary, there may be different institutional solutions that could help avoid truncated 

situations, for instance through financial incentives and whips, and administrative lists of 

arbitrators. From a more general perspective, it could also be useful if arbitration institutions 

would give more guidance in their set of rules when it comes to truncated tribunals, for instance 

by stating a point of no return before which a tribunal may not proceed as truncated,262 or 

provide a hierarchy to the different factors to be considered when the remaining arbitrators are 

assessing whether to proceed as truncated. However, the now mentioned possible solutions 

would probably only solve some of the problems, for one because they are of preventive nature, 

and two because they may involve restrictions on party autonomy. Nonetheless, the starting 

point for solutions seems to be arbitration institutions, since it would be difficult to solve 

problems following truncated situations the legislative way as different states and legal systems 

will always have their differences and will not be easily harmonized, even if only for the 

truncated tribunal doctrine. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
258 Onyema, 2010, p. 72. 
259 Onyema, 2010, p. 75. 
260 Onyema, 2010, p. 132. 
261 Onyema, 2010, p. 133. 
262 Much like the ICC Rules do, see chapter 3.1.2 for discussion. 
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6 Summary and Conclusions 
 
As the provisions of many arbitration rules show, several arbitration institutions have 

recognised the truncated tribunal doctrine and established regulations to help solve truncated 

situations. With reference to the three well-known arbitration institutions’ set of rules discussed 

in this thesis, one can find common factors that the remaining arbitrators, or otherwise 

appointed authority, should consider before deciding whether to proceed as truncated.  

 

If it is decided that the truncated tribunal may proceed, which seems to be the preferred option 

in the world of arbitration if the circumstances allow it, the reasoning behind that decision is 

rooted in arbitral efficiency. The value of efficiency is fundamental to arbitration, yet 

sometimes it must be balanced against other fundamental values, by way of example in this 

thesis are the values of party autonomy and due process. If the award rendered by a truncated 

tribunal later faces opposition, interaction with a national court is inevitable. Some 

commentators argue that national courts are sceptical about holding awards rendered by a 

truncated tribunal valid and enforceable. The national courts’ reasoning behind denying validity 

or enforcement seems to be connected to the other two fundamental values mentioned in this 

thesis, namely party autonomy and due process. The one example from Swiss case law 

examined in this thesis is consistent with this theory, and there are other examples from national 

courts in which awards rendered by truncated tribunals were successfully opposed. However, 

one should be cautious to draw conclusions too big as every case is different and the outcome 

depends on the specific circumstances of that case. 

 

Nonetheless, although truncated situations are rare, and truncated tribunals should only proceed 

under exceptional circumstances, these situations still arise and the problems that come with 

them could be detrimental, not only for the parties, but also for the reputation of arbitration as 

a dispute resolving method, which is why solutions must be sought. As suggested in this thesis, 

it seems that arbitration institutions are in the best position to find solutions to truncated 

situations that could uphold arbitral efficiency as well as ensure valid arbitral awards. 
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